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Roots, Run DMC 
rap up Anderson 
By Anthony Recznik 
ONLINE EDITOR 
Anderson Arena was 
lumping and bumping 
Saturday night as Run 
DMC and Hie Hoots performed 
for the first IJAO Pre Exam lam. 
The two groups performed in 
front of a very diverse crowd in 
comparison to last year's Bush 
and Moby concert. 
The event was die first major 
concert to feature hip hop music 
at the University and I he Hoots 
and Run DMC were the first 
major African American acts to 
perform since the late 70s. 
"It's a start in the right direc- 
tion," said junior Billy Ingram 
who added that the concert was 
Students attending the UAO pre-exam jam 
experience first major hip-hop concert at U. 
something positive since  the 
University promotes diversity. 
"This is a foundation to build 
upon 'cause there is definitely 
unity through music," Ingram 
said. 
Run DMC took the stage after 
about an hour delay. Trie band's 
DJ, lam Master lay, said when the 
band first started out in the busi- 
ness they were ridiculed for want- 
ing to bring different races 
together at their shows, but they 
had always known that it would 
work out Because of that he 
requested that everyone in the 
arena put up the peace sign and 
say the word "peace" in unison. 
The group featured many of 
their classic songs such as "Peter 
Piper" and "Walk This Way" along 
with many news ones from their 
most recent album Crown Royal. 
A) Essel, senior and member of 
the local hip-hop group Star 
Afrique came for both groups but 
said that he was impressed with 
Run DMC's crowd interaction. 
The Roots, who played virtual- 
ly non-stop for an hour and a half, 
despite having two shows sched- 
uled for Sunday, were very happy 
to be playing at the University. 
Leonard Hubard, The Roots 
bassist, and Tina Farris, The 
Roots' publicist said the band 
loves playing for college crowds. 
"We played around here a cou- 
ple of years ago with Beck," said 
11uhard referring to The Roots 
1997 show at the University of 
Akron. 
The Roots set culminated with 
an extended version of their 1998 
grammy award wining song, "You 
Got Me," was performed in sev- 
eral genres including Rasta, Blue 
Grass, Punk and lungle among 
others. 
Both groups, who are not on 
Tom Reed BGNms 
CONCERT, PAGE 5    DEEP IN THOUGHT: Black Thought of the Roots performing. 
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Amylo L Brown BG News 
IT'S IN, BABY: A disc golf tournament held at 
Carter Park Saturday attracted a smaller turn out 
than expected when cloudy skies and a windy 
morning discouraged participants. About 20 
students and non-students accepted the weather 
challenge, however, and competed on the 
18-hole course. 
•mylo L Brown BG News 
FOR!: Brian May, a University graduate, winds up as he prepares to 
toss his disc during the disc golf tournament held Saturday. Disc golf 
combines disc tossing with traditional golf rules and scoring. 
"I don't think we really have a policy on censorship per say." UNOA DOBB, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT 
Censorship policies at U. undefined 
The Office of 
Residence Life 
censors on a case 
by case basis 
By Katy Ellsworth 
CAMPUS LIFE REPORTER 
The University's Office of 
Residence life reserves the right 
to censor, yet does not really 
have a specific policy on censor- 
ship. Such an undefined policy 
has created some problems for 
campus groups this semester. 
When a group of women 
approached   Residence   Life 
about posting signs advertising a 
"menstruation party," the group 
was told they couldn't. 
A fraternity was asked not to 
wear their T-shirt because it was 
felt that it offended women. 
And most recenUy a contro- 
versy erupted over a T-shirt acci- 
dentally approved and printed 
in the MacDonald quadrangle. 
Usually Residence life has to 
go on a case by case basis when 
it comes to censoring flyers and 
T-shirts, as students come up 
with different ways of presenting 
information, accoiding to Jim 
Zentmeyer, associate director of 
"'-.HPI:'." Ijfe Housing and 
Operations. Because of this, 
Zentmeyer said that there would 
be times where his office makes 
mistakes or is too much on the 
liberal or conservative side. 
Residence Life was more on 
the conservative side when an 
American culture studies- 
women's smdies group had their 
postings for their community 
action project censored when 
the word "menstruation" was 
asked to be left off the postings. 
The residence life staff used 
their "moral" judgment on 
rejecting the use of the word 
menstruation, according to 
Zentmeyer, who claimed the 
group asked for approval at the 
last minute. 
len Kinser, a member of the 
group, said that the posting did 
not need immediate approval 
and that the group was never 
given the option of waiting 
longer. She said the excuse of 
time seemed like a way for 
Residence Life to cover their 
backs. 
"I don't think that there would 
have been a problem," 
Zentmeyer said. "We're about 
trying to encourage people to 
advertise their events." 
Residence Life usually objects 
to signs or flyers that demean 
another group of individuals on 
campus, incites division or con- 
tains profane language. 
Zentmeyer said that a posting 
that is objectionable to another 
student or organization would 
probably not be approved. 
Another organization that has 
had problems with censorship is 
Phi Gamma Delta and their T- 
shirt "Puilin' Hoes Since 1848." 
Phi Gamma Delta was found- 
ed as an agricultural fraternity, 
and the members did not think 
that the shirt was offensive when 
first printed. But after the double 
CENSORSHIP, PAGE 2 
Alternative 
summer 
classes 
offered 
Shannon E. Kolkedy 
CSS REPORTER 
The 2001 summer session will 
introduce a program that will 
allow students to gain University 
credits from the comfort of their 
own home. 
Math 115 Introduction to 
Statistics, Sociology 101 Principles 
of Statistics, and English 200 
Introduction to World Classics in 
Literature will be offered to 
University students through a 
series of videotapes and through 
communication with an instruc- 
tor via email and telephone. 
According to Roger Thibault, 
associate dean of the College of 
Arts and Sciences, the University 
decided to offer three general 
education courses that students 
commonly take at community 
colleges during the summer 
break. 
"We're in a phase where the 
University is trying to provide 
diverse opportunities for stu- 
dents," Thibault said. 
Thibault also said that the pro- 
gram is beneficial for the students 
because they are actually earning 
University credits. Unlike courses 
that are transferred to the 
University from other colleges, 
students who take the video- 
based courses will receive a grade 
for their efforts that will be includ- 
SUMMER COURSE, PAGE 5 
Parking 
addresses 
some woes 
By Sarah Casto 
STAFF REPORTER 
This fall, returning students 
won't be worried about standing 
in line for parking permits. FOr the 
first time, students will have the 
option of registering and request- 
ing parking permits for their vehi- 
cles online. 
Stacie Enriquez, manager of 
Parking and Traffic Services, 
announced last week that begin- 
ning on July 1, returning 
University students will be able to 
use a new, web-based registration 
form to request parking permits 
for fall semester. 
The website will be available 
from the University's homepage. 
Students intending to register 
PARKINS, PAGE 5 
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Internet helps parents 
of college students 
deal with distance 
By Becca Manning 
U-HUE 
ATHENS, Ohio        — 
Communication technology 
definitely has changed since 
Marcy Wendrow was in college. 
"There used to be the Sunday 
evening phone call, where 
everyone lined up at the phone 
in the hallway to call home," 
said Marcy, 49, a University of 
Delaware graduate. 
Now she and her daughter, 
Ohio University freshman Sara 
Wendrow, talk on the telephone 
twice a week and send e-mail 
messages to each other every 
day. 
"1 kind of have the habit of 
getting up every morning and 
just jotting down a little note to 
her before going to work," 
Marcy said. 
Marcy, a Hartsdale, N.Y., resi- 
dent, said the constant commu- 
nication with Sara helps her 
deal with the 12-hour drive 
between them. 
Many parents experience 
loneliness, or empty-nest syn- 
drome, when their kids leave 
home for college, said Fred 
Weiner psychologist with OU 
counseling and psychological 
services. 
Parents involved in activities 
outside those related to parent- 
ing often have an easier time 
coping, Weiner said. Parents 
who have centered their lives on 
their children have a tougher 
time adjusting to the separa- 
tion. 
But Weiner said this separa- 
tion offers parents new oppor- 
tunities. Parents can pursue 
other interests, and also have 
the opportunity to form new, 
mature relationships with their 
children. 
"It's all in a parent's 
approach, whether they take 
their student's leaving as an 
opportunity or a loss," he said. 
Brenda Mocek, a graduate of 
Bowling Green, said she has 
joined extra committees at the 
high school where she teaches 
and at her church since her 
youngest of three children, 
freshman Libbe, left for OU in 
September. 
Though she keeps busy, 
Brenda, SO, said it was still hard 
letting Libbe go. With her two 
older children already at college, 
she and Libbe had formed a 
special bond that she now miss- 
es. 
Brenda, who lives outside of 
Toledo, said she enjoys the 
advantage of online communi- 
cation, talking to Libbe via 
America Online Instant 
Messenger several times per 
week 
"Computers have been won- 
derful," she said. "But it's always 
nice to hear her voice and get 
a hug." 
Feel The Need to Advertise? 
What ever your needs, the 
BG News Classified pa»e 
is the answer! 
Call 372-6977 
LOCATION. PRICE AND SELECTION 
You Will Find The Best Housing With US! 
u 
517 E. REED - Al Thurstln One Bedroom. 1 Balh. 
Furnished or Unfurnished. 
School Year   Two Person Rale - $495.00 
One Year - Two Person Rate - (425.00 
451 THURST1N - Across from Offenhauer 
Furnished Emciencles with full bath 
School Year ■ One Person Rale - $370.00 
One Year - One Person Rale - $335 00 
505 CLOyCH   Campus Manor 
Two Bedroom Furnished. One Balh Plus Vanity. 
School Year  Two Person Rale - $620 00 
One Year   Two Person Rale - $550 00 
449 455 S F.NTERPR1SE   One Bedroom Furn. or Unfurn. 
School Year  One Person Rale - $410 00 
One Year - One Person Rate - $360 00 
605 SECOND - One Bedroom Unfurnished 
School Year   One Person Rate - $385.00 
One Year   One Person Rale   $340 00 
720 SECOND - One Bedroom Furnished. 
School Year - One Person Rate ■ $415.00 
One Year - One Person Rate - $360 00 
707. 711. 715. 719. 723. 727 THIRD 
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished. 
School Year -• Furnished - Ofle Person - $385.00 
One Year - Furnished - One Person - $345.00 
402 H1CH - Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath. Fum. or Unfurn. 
School Year - Furnished - Two Person - $575 00 
One Year - Furnished - Two Person - $480 00 
825 THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished. 1 Bath, 
School Year   One Person Rate - $450 00 
One Year - One Person Rale - $400 00 
701 FOURTH   Two Bedroom Furnished, 
1 Bath Plus Vanity In BR. 
School Year - Two Person Rale   $580 00 
One Year  Two Person Rale - $505 00 
649 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath. Vanity in Hall 
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rale - $555.00 
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rale - $460.00 
707 SIXTH   Two Bedrooms, I Bath, Vanity in Hall. 
Furnished - School Year ■ Two Person Rate - $545.00 
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rale - $450.00 
802 SIXTH - Two Bedroom. Dishwasher. 1 Balh Plus Vanity. 
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $585.00 
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $500.00 
840 850 SIXTH   Rock Ledge Manor. 
Two Bedrooms. 2 Full Balhs. Dishwashers 
Furnished • School Year - Two Person Rate - $615.00 
Furnished • One Year • Two Person Rate - $525.00 
818 SEVENTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath. Vanity In Hall. 
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00 
Furnished - One Year • Two Person Rate - $450 00 
Houses For August leases/ 
256 S. Collep. Unit «B - Two Bedroom, limit 
1 4 people. $700.00 per month. Lease 8/23/01 
to 8/10/02. 
530 E. Merry   Three Bedroom, Limit 4 people. 
$750.00 per month Lease 8/23/01 to 8/10/02. 
710 F.lghih - Three Bedroom, Limit 3 people. 
$920.00 per month. Lease 8/2301 o 8/10fl)2. 
h 
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Society for Creative Anachronism 
U. medieval group demonstrates 
games, fighting techniques 
By Ionian Fouls 
CUT REPORTCR 
The Society for Creative 
Anachronism's local branch 
brought a taste of the middle 
ages to Bowling Green yesterday 
afternoon. 
In honor of Toledo author 
Karen Harper's upcoming visit, 
the Friends of the Library and 
Marche of the Marshes spon- 
sored the "Friends' Elizabethan 
Faire" at the Wood County 
District Public Library from one 
to four p.m. 
Demonstrations included 
embroidery, basic medieval 
cooking, games, weaponry and 
heraldry—only a sample of the 
group's various activities. 
Bill Snyder, or Taylor the Pure 
in costume, talked about 
medieval weapons and fighting. 
He said fighting is a big part of 
SCA, with some battles as large as 
8,000 combatants and involving 
archery, jousting and catapults. 
"When you've seen that, then 
you're hooked," he said. 
Konrad Mailander, or Dale 
Niederhauser in real life, demon- 
strated medieval card, board and 
dice games. Among them were 
nine men's moms, similar to tic- 
tac-toe, and euchre-like kamof- 
feL 
He said such games' rules were 
preserved in legal documents 
either banning or permitting 
them. Kamoffel, for instance, was 
banned for "opposing the natural 
order" by allowing low cards to 
take high ones. 
Louise Smithson, aka Lady 
Helawyse, gave samples of straw- 
berry tarts, spiced cake and 
cheese-and-mushroom pastries. 
Showing heraldry, or coats of 
arms, was Drew Micolajczyk, aka 
Fiacc macAoidh. "They were 
used for recognition on the bat- 
tlefield, like football uniforms," 
he said. 
Librarian Heather Robinson, 
also Lady Frencesca in SCA, 
designed such a coat of arms for 
the library. It features symbolic 
images and a Latin phrase mean- 
ing "I need books." 
Ann Niederhauser, aka Herrin 
Anna Mailander, baronial minis- 
ter of Arts and Sciences, demon- 
strated embroidery. A 50-year 
sewing veteran, she uses authen- 
tic patterns and materials to 
make many of her group's cos- 
tumes. 
Niederhauser said that SCA 
started in California in 1966, and 
has since grown worldwide It 
chronicles its own history in "The 
Knowne World Handbook," 
which also details various skills 
and behaviors from 600 to 1600 
A.D. 
"We've forced our historians to 
do their homework," she said. 
SCA divides the world into a 
feudal society, with kingdoms 
and baronies. Marche of the 
Marshes resides in the northwest 
Ohio Barony of Red Spears, 
which shares the Middle 
Kingdom with six neighboring 
states and parts of Canada. 
CENSORSHIP, FROM PAGE 1 
entendre of the phrase was 
brought to the attention of Greek 
Affairs, the fraternity was asked 
not to wear it anymore. 
"It is not the image that we 
thought young men and women 
should be portraying," said Jeff 
Waple, assistant director of 
Residence Life for Greek Affairs. 
Although fraternities are inde- 
pendent of the University, and 
this particular T-shirt was printed 
with their private funds, Waple 
said fraternities are still student 
organizations, and they do have 
to comply with the codes of con- 
duct in the student handbook. 
The Phi Gamma Delta T-shirt 
incident prompted the 
Interfratemity Council to pass a 
ruling that shirts must be 
approved. Phi Gamma Delta was 
given a penalty of 100 hours 
community service involving 
women's issues. The fraternity is 
not able to discuss the details of 
their service at this time. 
The most recent case of cen- 
sorship is that of the banned 
MacDonald quadrangle T-shirts. 
The original T-shirt, which had 
"Get Fired Up About Living in 
Mac!" on the front in flames and 
a mock pull station and dis- 
claimer on the back was never 
officially approved, but an order 
of 350 shirts was made. 
Nick Hennessy, interim direc- 
tor of Residence Life, said the 
shirt was pulled because he felt 
that it endangered students by 
suggesting a violation of the law. 
He also said it was a safety issue 
as the more fire alarms that are 
pulled, the less likely that stu- 
dents are to respond to a real 
alarm. 
"The bottom line is we want 
our students to be safe," 
Hennessy said. "In this environ- 
ment the T-shirt, I thought, 
threatens thai." 
With controversy surrounding 
the shirt, a WFAL disc jockey 
came up with the idea for a pro- 
motional stunt. The T-shirts were 
to look just like those from 
MacDonald quadrangle, but 
with "Hot About Residence Life" 
and "Get Fired Up About Living 
On Campus" with the WFAL logo 
on them. The "banned T-shirt" 
campaign started and ended in 
the same day after Hennessy 
contacted WFAL suggesting that 
their funding for their organiza- 
tion might be pulled if they con- 
tinued with the sale of their T- 
shirts. 
"It seems every time we do 
something over the top we get in 
trouble for it," said Lisa Ricci, 
WFAL general manager, referring 
back to the Coke campaign in 
which WFAL got in trouble for 
handing out free Coke right after 
the Pepsi contract was signed. 
Ricci said that WFAL never 
meant to hurt anyone, and thai 
the shirts were just a promotion- 
al stunt. 
"We never intended to encour- 
age the pulling of fire alarms," 
said Ricci. 
Hennessy doesn't see the 
WFAL T-shirt situation as an act 
of censorship, but rathet a situa- 
tion of health and safety. 
In contrast to Residence Life's 
policies, Campus Involvement, 
which approves the postings that 
will be hung around campus, 
usually just advises a group on 
how a message is portrayed. 
Steve Domachowski, coordi- 
nator of student organization 
services, said he will ask a group if 
they know what kind of message 
they are sending by putting up a 
questionable posting. 
The only thing that would def- 
initely not be approved, said 
Domachowski, is a posting with 
hate speech. Anything with pro- 
fanity, discnminatory language 
or nudity would be discussed 
with the group. He added that 
anything with racial, ethnic or 
sexual slurs would be considered 
discnminatory. 
Other than those instances, 
Campus Involvement does not 
limit much else. 
The University might not have 
any policies on censorship, but it 
does have guidelines set up with- 
in the student handbook. 
"I don't think we really have a 
policy on censorship per say," 
said Linda Dobb, executive vice 
president 
Guidelines used by adminis- 
tration on censorship issues usu- 
ally follow the code of conduct 
policies in the student 
handbook. 
Take the dorms by storm. 
Unleash your 
creativity with 
a Mac and get 
a free Rio 600 
The Rio Deal 
Buy any Mac and — for just $199 more — you get a special 
college bundle that includes an extra 128 megabytes of mem- 
ory,* an Epson T7T\ color printer, and a USB cable. Not to 
mention a free Rio 600 MP3 player. Offer good between 
April 14, 2001, and July 8, 2001. 
Visit the Apple Store for Education Individuals, call 800- 
800-APPL (2775), or visit a campus sales center to learn 
more and place your order. 
* 128MB memory module is a user installable kit. 
Thii offer is noi valid with the purchase of qualifying product i thai are uicd. refurbished, or demoniiranon 
equipment. Purchase must be made by an end tuer purchaser or an Authorurd Higher Education Campui Salet 
Center to obtain theie promotional offer* This offer is not valid with the Epion/Apple mail in rebate offer 
This offer it not valid in conjunction with any other Apple offer or promotion, except ai otherwise specifically 
permitted by the terrru and condition! of luch other offer or promotion. This offer U void where prohibited or 
reunited by law   Thu offer it good while luppliei Lit    Apple reserve! the right to lubnitut* product! of equal 
or greater value. Apple reserves the right to change the Terms and Condition! of. or to discontinue, thia offer at 
any lime without notice. Apple is not responsible for printing errors. Product must be purchased within the 50 
United Stales or the District of Columbia   Third-party products are warranted by their manufactured and not 
kfSffk 
How to Buy... 
1#  ITS Sales 
1. Visit ITS Sales Room 100 of Hayes Hall. 
2. Discuss your plans with the friendly sales people. 
3- Choose your system & options 
4. Check out! 
There are two simple and easy ways to buy a Mac-  Both offer students discounted 
prices, andAppleLoan makes a Mac more affordable than ever... 
2 The Apple Store for Education 
1. Visit www.apple.com/education/store/ 
2. Choose the system you want. 
3. Custom configure your system 
4. Check out! 
AppleLoan - Apple provides loans to students so that they can purchase 
Apple products on a payment plan. Call 1 -800-Apple-LN for more information. 
"*. a- T •■»•£-» These sites offer students more information on what's 
IVlOrC   lrilO...   new, what's hot, ac.d what's cool on the Mac. 
http://www.apple.com/education/studcnts 
http://www.apple.com/education/hed/students/collegebound/ 
Think different. 
BGSU - ITSSJM 
100 Hare. Hall 
(419) 372-7724 
BGJjEWS  
Did you know? 
The left leg of a chicken 
is more tender than the 
right one. 
The McDonald's at 
Toronto's SkyDome is the 
only McDonald's location 
that sells hot dogs. 
www.binews.com/paje3 ^^L B 
Life is beautiful... ■ A ■ BfiK 
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Don't let your childhood die 
By Ei* Dunham 
t-NIIE 
STILUVATER, Okla.—Do you 
believe in magic? I don'l think I 
ever did—some kind of cynical 
gene in my DNA—but a lot of 
people did growing up. 
And for those people, there was 
the McDonaldland crew. It 
seemed like not a single Saturday 
morning would go by that I 
wouldn't see their crazy hijinks at 
least 20 times between such 
greats as "Garfield and Friends" 
and "The Real Ghostbusters." 
Hamburglar would steal all the 
food and Ronald and Grimace 
would save the day with the Fry 
Guys. All the while, Mayor 
McCheese would try to restore 
order in the magical world. 
Personally, I always wanted to 
see Hamburglar try to pull a kid- 
napping/ransom situation with 
the good old mayor - I mean, he 
was a giant burger. Sadly, my 
commercial episode ideas were 
always rejected. Since then I've 
never donated a cent to the 
Ronald McDonald House. He 
who laughs last, ha ha. 
Anyway, I was actually getting 
to a point with this column. 
Where are they lately? I expect to 
see a show on VH1 sometime— 
the McDonaldland characters, 
where are they now? 
I mean, occasionally you'll see 
Ronald and Grimace passing out 
Happy Meals on TV, getting kids 
hooked on that heroin in a box 
(it's the prize that keeps 'em com - 
ing back), but their glory days are 
in the past. 
1 remember when they used to 
incorporate all the characters 
into the commercials. Birdie 
would run in like Chicken Little 
saying something's wrong, then 
Ronald and Grimace would go 
outside to see the Fry Guys in a 
bind or 
Hamburglar run- 
ning off with 
Happy Meals. 
Then Mayor 
McCheese would 
scratch his head a 
little and Ronald 
would pull off 
some clown 
magic or 
MacGuyver inge- 
nuity to save the 
day. 
That's one 
problem I always had with that 
gang—why was Ronald so magi- 
cal? He's a clown. Leave the 
magic to David Copperfield. 
Clowns are supposed to be funny 
and sometimes evil—all clowns 
are inherently evil. 
And what was Grimace any- 
way? I mean, Birdy lays eggs for 
breakfast, the Fry Guys were um, 
fries, the Hamburglar was a hun- 
gry drug addict and Mayor 
McCheese was a big cheeseburg- 
er. Later came the Nugget 
Buddies (six naked guys living in 
a box together - yikes) who were 
Chicken McNuggets. Ronald was 
the ringleader, but what was 
Grimace? 
I've heard shake gone wrong, 
grease trap leavings and even 
Ronald's retarded brother, but 
nothing seems to make sense 
with him. Why is he named after a 
reaction you have to bad food? 
Anyway, I got off the point 
again. Even the rare times when 
you see these 
characters any- 
more, it's usu- 
ally only 
Ronald, 
Grimace and 
some kids. 
Where'd every- 
one else go and 
why is even 
Ronald so 
scarce? 
I have this 
theory about 
the disappear- 
ance of such childhood icons and 
the increase in adolescent vio- 
lence. It seems to kind of go hand 
in hand. Kids look for icons on TV 
to steer them in the right direc- 
tion, but Sugar Bear, Cap'n 
Crunch, the Cookie Crook and 
even Count Chocula are nowhere 
to be found. 
Yes, these characters were 
often violent ("It's got the crunch 
with punch") and maybe in some 
cases a little evil, but that was the 
small dose kids needed. We all 
gain exposure to violence and evil 
in different ways growing up. If it 
comes in small doses at a time in 
the form of a cartoonish charac- 
"Kids look for 
icons on TV to 
steer them in the 
right direction, but 
Sugar Bear, Cap'n 
Crunch, and even 
Count Chocula are 
nowhere to be 
found." 
WEBSITE OF THE DAY 
www. listen, com 
ter, we can sort it out easier and 
say, "That's bad." Then we grow 
into good little slackers. 
When you have the cartoons of 
today that are mostly real-looking 
characters in real situations, kids 
go, "Do I look up to him even 
when he's fighting?" 
The cartoonish characters of 
our childhood didn't evoke as 
much confusion. Plus, they were 
just fun (not to say that Batman 
isn't, but Batman has always 
been around so it's an exception). 
So, even though these cereal 
and food sponsor characters 
were annoying, and even myste- 
rious (in the case of Grimace), 
they were an important part of 
childhood. And now they're all 
gone. Food corporations have 
grown up and killed them. 
I guess that's what comes with 
getting older. Age is supposed to 
bring wisdom, though, so be 
smart and don't let these legends 
fade into forgotten history. 
Always remember the lessons 
you learned from a fast-food 
clown. Pass on the stories of 
Cap'n Crunch defeating the 
Soggies to your kids and grand- 
kids someday, because it just 
might save mankind. This is espe- 
cially important if Soggies come 
from outer space one day think- 
ing we've forgotten how to defeat 
them. 
It could happen. 
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ACROSS 
1 Tantimo 
4  Titar'* tool 
7 Coupe, eq 
10 ApMr 
13 Otshgur* 
H Removal mark 
16 Moiay 
17 E von one 
18 Joint seals 
19 HenpeoX 
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po»i 
22 Honshu port 
24 Resofce 
25 ScanoViavtan 
26 Londahand 
29 \tola against 
30 South ol France 
33 Feltucone, e g 
36 Sm.il buy 
37 Art petutani 
36 Witty Woody 
39 Summer dne* 
40 Turns on a ptvot 
41 False god 
42 Something to 
bade? 
43 Poevsh 
44 Theater area 
45 Bound 
46 PotbeJiy 
47 In the amis ol 
Morpheus 
49 Worshiper 
S3FMI 
55 Harriers caslle 
57 Be In debt 
56 Intorm 
61 Tounsrs gutde 
62 Arto* Marvin 
63 Ironer 
64 School g/p 
65 Go wrong 
66 Boozer 
67 Nincompoop 
68 Cover crop 
DOWN 
1 Sharrl and Epos 
2 Tippy craft 
3 Secret 
rendezvous 
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philosophy 
5 Spokelroma 
soapboK 
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6 Bridge position 
7 PooJtooP 
8 Creative skid 
9 Make tai-way 
repairs 
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U Frail 
t2 Russian saini 
15 Naked swtmmors 
21 Like the man 
without a country 
23 Fool 
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bucket ol song 
27 Cereal grass 
31 Composition tor a 
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33 Well adjunct 
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35 Inventor ol 
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36 Sierra Nevada 
resort 
40 A)l-rMgtit 
crammers 
PROBLEMS? 
About to trade in 
your Happy Meal toy tor 
the answer to 36 down? 
Fear not, faithful reader. 
We have the answers, and a/e 
quite willing to part with them. 
All you need to do is check the 
answer key, still located on this 
very page. We think. 
42 Thar     twwsi 
46 Radon ana neon 
48 Bounds 
50 Fiolcs 
51 Musoofrync 
poetry 
5? Return in kftd 
S3 CoOUei's 
concern 
M Bedside pitcher 
66 AltherotKudrow 
59 Paid athlete, 
briefly 
60 Family dog 
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Feel The Need to Advertise? 
What ever your needs, the BG News 
Classified page is the answer! 
Call 372-6977 
Hace You Ad Today! 
mmg*mmroromrarorommmro<ragmm*roro<g» Mmmmmxtroromca 
Mother's Day Special! 
A real rose 
dipped in real gold! 
Nothing outshines it 
for Mother's Day! 
A very special gift for a very special 
woman. A real 12" long-stemmed 
rose, preserved and dipped in real 
24k gold. Each rose is unique ( no 
two are alike) and like your love for 
her, it will last forever. For less than 
the price of a dozen roses,'you'll 
give her a single rose that she'll love 
and cherish forever. 
Buy now for 
$39.95 
Howard Jewelers 
*New Location* 
139 South Main St. 354-3554 
GCOQGK CDS QOT OR BQDOBraSoGQDfl 
FAIRBORN CITY SCHOOLS 
has two (2) Positons Open for 
Multihandicapped Certified 
Teachers 
One position is working with primary stu- 
dents and one with secondary students. 
Experience working with students with 
autism and the medically fragile is 
very helpful. 
Experience in working with behavioral 
interventions is a priority. 
If you have the qualifications, please contact 
John Jahoda, Administrative Assistant, 
Personnel for more information. 
Fairborn City Schools 
306 East Whittier Avenue 
Fairborn, OH 45324 
937-878-3961 
email-jjahodaCafairhnrn. k.12. oh. us 
Fax-937-754-2286 
Summertime 
in Columbus 
I Money! 
I A great experience. 
I JOBS that look 
great on resumes! 
Dawson has summer jobs for college 
students! Work with some of the best 
companies in central Ohio. Gain experience 
and develop new skills. With competitive pay 
and flexible hours that fit your schedule. 
We'll match your interests, skills and abilities 
to a position that will look great on your resume. 
To learn more, go 
to our Web site or call 
Jodie at 614-923-9675 Dawsori 
www.careerswithoutlimits.com/collegecenter 
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MURDERER DISCUSSES WINE, POLITICS 
PITTSBURGH (AP) —The first psychiatrist to inter- 
view a man who killed five people in a shooting spree 
last year said the shooter would discuss food, wine 
and Eastern European politics — but not the killings. 
Dr. Laszlo Petras met Richard Baumhammers after the 
rampage on April 28,2000. 
www.bgnews.com/opinion 
OPINION 
EDITORIAL 
Student interests need to be respected 
When you came to the 
University this year, you expect- 
ed to get an education at a insti- 
tution of higher learning. Did 
you also know that you should 
expect your administrators, fac- 
ulty and staff to have your best 
interests in mind and to respect 
your opinions and ideas? 
While reporting on a story 
regarding the Office of Residence 
life's censorship policies, The BG 
News feels one administrator 
has abused his authority and 
position to intimidate and 
threaten those involved with the 
situation. 
Two weeks ago, the News 
began researching a story about 
a residence hall T-shirt situation 
U-WIRE COLUMN 
in the MacDonald Quad. The 
shirts referenced the fact that 
there are many false alarms in 
Mac, and in essence made fun of 
this fact by showing a prominent 
Ere alarm pull station. The shirts 
were approved and printed, but 
then were banned when the 
Office of Residence life saw the 
design. 
Nick Hennessy, the Interim 
Associate Director of Residence 
life, was concerned that the 
shirts would encourage students 
to pull more fire alarms. This is a 
valid concern, as false fire alarms 
are a huge problem on campus, 
and do detract from real fire 
alarms. However, it is Nick 
Hennessys following actions 
YOU DECIDE 
What do you think about 
respect for student's opin- 
ions? Let us know at 
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu. 
that raise a larger issue. 
Another student organization 
on campus was prepared to sell 
the T-shirts under the slogan, 
"too hot for residence life." Nick 
Hennessy sent an e-mail imply- 
ing the students' organizational 
funding might be jeapordized if 
they continued taking orders for 
the shirts. The e-mail read, "1 
suggest you cancel the campaign 
Microsoft kills    PEOPLE 
Open Source 
RALEIGH, N.C.- A dark 
specter is haunting the technolo- 
gy world - the specter of Open 
Source. All the powers of industry 
have entered into a holy alliance 
to exorcise this specter: the 
MPAA and R1AA, Dubya, and 
Microsoft 
Where is there a company that 
would bet its future on Open 
Source? Where is the innovation 
in Open Source? Where is the 
support for the free market econ- 
omy? 
Such are the sentiments of 
Microsoft and its allies who 
oppose the growing Open Source 
movement. Microsoft, in a 
speech marking its broad new 
campaign against Open Source, 
warns that Open Source and the 
free software movement threat- 
ens the intellectual property of 
companies throughout the 
world. The speech also marks 
Microsoft's official recognition of 
its first real threat in a long time, 
and what will hopefully be the 
company's own undoing. 
Business shark and Microsoft 
leader Bill Gates is known to 
keep a picture of Napoleon in his 
office as a reminder - a 
reminder that even the greatest 
leader can fall if he doesn't 
remain vigilant and aware of his 
enemies. As Microsoft makes its 
offensive on the Open Source 
movement, Gates' picture is 
proving to be useless. 
Before the Open Source move- 
ment really gained popularity, no 
one ever believed there would be 
a time when Microsoft didn't 
dominate in anything it did. The 
empty arguments Microsoft 
delivered in its speech this week 
show the desperation of possibly 
the most powerful company in 
the world. The speech, primarily 
given to business students, more 
or less portrays the Open Source 
movement as something funda- 
mentally opposed to traditional 
business models and, by impli- 
cation, the free market economy. 
Microsoft focuses its argument 
around intellectual property and 
adopts old arguments support- 
ing intellectual property. 
According to Microsoft, since 
Open Source software is distrib- 
uted freely, there is no incentive 
(profit) for companies to inno- 
vate. Microsoft also says the 
Open Source movement under- 
cuts traditional companies and 
forces them out of business. 
Hence, Open Source trends neg- 
atively impact innovation in the 
technology industry. 
In its arguments, Microsoft is 
ROBERT 
JAILALL 
North Carolina Stale 
trying to position itself as a 
defender of capitalism, the free 
market and economic prosperity. 
Such positioning is at the same 
time laughable and frightening. 
To those who follow technolo- 
gy, Microsoft is railing against 
Open Source for one reason; it is 
losing. Microsoft dominates 
every market it has entered - 
operating systems, Internet 
browsers, productivity suites - 
every market except the server 
market. The Open Source UNIX 
operating systems and the Open 
Source Apache server software 
dominate the server market In 
fact, Microsoft has lost ground to 
Apache in the server market; this 
is an amazing feat, considering 
Apache is developed by a motley 
crew of programmers from 
around the world. 
Microsoft's failure stems from 
the fact that the people who 
work with servers are the most 
knowledgeable, geekiest and 
palest of the computer users. 
Microsoft marketing doesn't 
reach them because they know 
about the general inferiority and 
costliness of Microsoft products. 
The same isn't true for consumer 
markets where most users know 
very little about computers. 
Microsoft's attacks on Open 
Source are laughable because 
they are clearly rooted in the 
inability to woo users in the serv- 
er market. 
If marketing doesn't work on 
the geek backbone of the server 
market, then Microsoft's next 
step is to appeal to those who 
have more power than geeks - 
their bosses. It is probably not a 
coincidence that the speech was 
delivered to business students. 
Microsoft's strategy is to scare 
business leaders away from 
Open Source, hence, the 
attempts to show that Open 
Source opposes capitalism. 
Microsoft doesn't just stop at 
business leaders, though. 
Microsoft also wants legislative 
action against Open Source (with 
the corporation-servicing Bush 
administration, legislative action 
is not unthinkable). Microsoft's 
push to outlaw Open Source dis- 
tinctly changes its appearance 
from one of a company crying, 
because it can't compete, to one 
of a company threatening funda- 
mental rights. 
ON THE STREET 
If you could travel to 
space, would you? 
Why or why not? 
GINA D'ORAZIO 
JUNIOR 
PYHSICAL EDUCATION 
"Yea, girls go to Mars 
to get candy, boys go 
to Jupiter to get 
stupider." 
GAVIN HEAD 
FOUR YEARS OLD 
OREGON, OH 
"No, I don't like 
space." 
BECCA SCHNETZER 
SOPHOMORE 
SOCIOLOGY 
"Yea, 'cause I've never 
been there before." 
QUINT0NWARD 
SOPHOMORE 
VCT 
'Yes, / want to move 
to Venus, 'cause that's 
where the women 
are." 
immediately, in order to avoid 
the pulling of your SBC funding 
and further sanctions." 
Nick Hennessy cannot pull 
SBC funding. He has no power 
or authority to pull an organiza- 
tion's funding single-handedly. 
When he heard that the BG 
News was trying to run a story 
on the T-shirt issue, he threat- 
ened both legal action against 
the paper and against the editors 
and/or reporters involved. There 
is no excuse for these actions. 
Nick Hennessy is using his posi- 
tion as Interim Associate 
Director of Residence life to try 
and control aspects that are not 
his to controL 
The issue is not whether the T- 
shirts should or should not have 
been censored. What should 
concern students is how an 
administrator at this University 
handled the situation, especially 
when it is one he did not agree 
with. Students' opinions should 
be treated as valid and worthy 
just like other adults' would be 
treated. Nick Hennessy probably 
started out voicing a very valid 
and worthy concern, but has 
since gotten canned away with 
his position and authority. 
Nick Hennessy, or any admin- 
istrator, should not be able to 
use his or her position to intimi- 
date, threaten, or abuse students 
or organizations in any way. The 
students have as much right to 
disagree about an issue as does 
the administration to control sit- 
uations on campus. We feel that 
Nick Hennessy should be held 
responsible for his unprofession- 
al actions and he should be dis- 
ciplined as his superiors see fit. 
We would hope that the 
Director of Residence Life would 
have the students' best interests 
in mind. Hopefully, the false 
alarms are what spurred the 
banning of the T-shirts. However, 
the way that Hennessy handled 
this was very unprofessional. 
The students are this University's 
major interest, and therefore 
should be the major concern 
and issue here. No one should 
be able to bully students around. 
U-WIRE COLUMN 
What is sexual harassment? 
AT ISSUE Sexual discrimination is against the law, but what about comments 
deemed offensive by co-workers? 
COLLEGE STATION, Texas — 
What exactly is sexual harass- 
ment, and could a single remark 
qualify? A Las Vegas school offi- 
cial filed a claim of sex discrimi- 
nation after she was demoted at 
her workplace. 
This demotion was a result of 
a complaint she made to a high- 
er supervisor about an offensive 
comment made to her by anoth- 
er colleague. 
Shirley Breeden complained to 
her supervisor about the inap- 
propriate exchange between her- 
self and a co-worker. Shortly 
thereafter she was reprimanded, 
demoted and assigned to secre- 
tarial duties. Her case seems to 
be one of workplace sex discrim- 
ination. She sued the school dis- 
trict in 1997 using the portion of 
federal law that forbids employ- 
ers to punish employees for any 
complaints made about "unlaw- 
ful employment practice" 
Despite the rejection of her 
claim and ruling in favor of the 
school district by a Las Vegas 
judge, the 9th Circuit Court of 
Appeals reopened her case on a 
2-1 vote, which allowed it to go 
to a jury. 
Her claim was thrown out by 
the justices of the Supreme 
Court, who attempted to clarify 
the difference between discrimi- 
nation in the workplace and 
merely offensive comments. 
The Supreme Court stated that 
a single offensive comment was 
insufficient material to file a sex- 
ual harassment lawsuit. 
The justices came to the con- 
clusion that sexual harassment is 
related only to severe and con- 
tinuing remarks, not "simple 
teasing (or) offhand comments," 
and failed to even hear her argu- 
ments. Mere comments, even if 
found inappropriate or offensive, 
are not considered in violation of 
the law. 
Even so, should not it be legal 
for complaints to be made in 
regards to such comments with- 
out the person fearing demotion 
or workplace interference? 
Most companies today have 
policies that forbid sexist 
remarks or offensive jokes or 
comments within the workplace. 
These companies are trying to 
avoid possible lawsuits regarding 
such sex discrimination and sex- 
ual harassment. 
Policies such as these give the 
impression that the law makes 
JESSICA 
BICKLEY 
Texas A&MU. 
such comments illegal. 
However, federal law only 
makes it illegal for employers to 
discriminate against their 
employees on the basis of sex, 
race or religion. 
Sexual harassment has been 
considered a form of sex dis- 
crimination for about 15 years. 
The victim faces changes and 
sometimes demotions in the 
workplace as a result of such 
offensive behavior. 
Sexual harassment should def- 
initely be illegal in the workplace. 
Most importantly, employees 
should be allowed to voice their 
concerns and opinions on such 
harassment without being dis- 
criminated against or demoted. 
Many incidents of sexual 
harassment occur in the work- 
place each day. No employee, or 
person for that matter, should be 
expected to put up with any kind 
of offensive and demeaning 
behavior. 
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HISTORIC KENT STATE SHOOTINGS I STUDENTS RECALL TRAGEDY. EMBRACE 
At Kent State U, reasons vary, 
but May 4 remembrance is the same 
By MM Logan ■-■III 
KENT, Ohio — Breathtaking is 
the only way to describe the view 
from the steps of Kent State's 
Taylor Hall at midnight. From 
that spot is visible the procession 
of the candlelight vigil coming 
around Prentice Hall. 
As the group of walkers dis- 
perses, the dark, silent parking lot 
is filled with flickering light. 
Slowly, five bright spots appear— 
four surrounding the parking 
memorials and one around the 
plaque. Some people begin to 
talk softly, providing words of 
comfort to their family and 
friends. Others provide console 
through touch—a squeeze of the 
hand, a hug, or an arm around 
the shoulder. Still there are those 
who stand silently apart from the 
crowd, and the wavering candle- 
light reveals tears of remem- 
brance. 
Thirty-one years after the trag- 
ic shootings, the memory of 
Allison Krause, Jeffrey Miller, 
Sandy Scheuer and William 
Schroeder is kept alive. Thirty- 
one years of dedication to pre- 
serving a moment in time that 
will always be with Kent State. But 
who are the people who silently 
stand through the long, cool 
hours of the night and ,t*arly 
morning? What are their reasons 
for keeping light on the memory? 
"These students were unjustly 
murdered and that is a good 
enough reason to remember," 
"The first time I read through the scrapbook I cried — and I am not an emotional per- 
son. It hit me that I'm 20 and Sandy was 20 when she died. I sometimes think about 
what I did last night and know she'll never do that." 
MICHELLE BORYS, ALPHA XI DELTA PRESIDENT 
said Nicole Achkl, junior conflict 
management major. 
"We should remember for the 
same reason we celebrate birth- 
days or the Fourth of July — it's 
part of our history," said Virginia 
Knight, a May 4th Task member. 
Kent State students attending 
the vigil all have their own special 
reasons for being there, as well as 
their own way to mourn and 
reflect 
Jared Monsman, freshman 
theatre major, sits on the steps of 
Taylor Hall, quietly strumming 
"Amazing Grace" on his guitar. 
Monsman attended the event 
because of a connection he feels 
as a fellow college student. 
"I can't imagine coming to col- 
lege and having all these dreams 
and never seeing them pan out," 
Monsman says. 
Monsman sits with friends 
who are also freshmen. This is 
their first commemoration, and 
together they try to figure out 
what May 4 means to them. 
"It's so hard to think that they 
walked past the same buildings I 
do everyday," Kate Thompson, 
exploratory major, says. 
"This is part of Kent history and 
I want to be a part of it," Kristine 
Popa, zoology major, says. 
Some students feel May 4 is 
even more than university histo- 
ry, but almost like family history. 
The members of the Alpha Xi 
Delta sorority gather to remem- 
ber their sister, Sandy Scheuer. 
Although no members were even 
bom when the shootings hap- 
pened, the bond of sisterhood 
surpasses the years. 
"She is our sister and we go to 
support her," president Michelle 
Borys says, "lust like we would go 
support a sister for any other 
important event." 
The sorority does not forget 
about Sandy the rest of the year. 
They keep a scrapbook of photos, 
letters and mementos that all 
members are encouraged to 
view. 
"The first time I read through 
the scrapbook I cried — and I am 
not an emotional person," Borys 
says. "It hit me that I'm 20 and 
Sandy was 20 when she died. I 
sometimes think about what I 
did last night and know she'll 
never do that." 
Many people attending the 
vigil felt a connection to the four 
students because of age. But that 
is because they were about the 
same age when the tragedy took 
place. 
Leatrice Urbanowicz was in 
high school when the shootings 
happened 
"I feel like it's my duty to be 
here because it was such a signif- 
icant event in my life," she says. 
Also with her are her three chil- 
dren-Gabriel, Caitlin and 
Alexandra. Alexandra is 13 and 
has been to every commemora- 
tion since she was born. 
Urbanowicz feels it is important 
to bring her children to Kent and 
teach them the truth about the 
event. 
"1 want them to know that the 
student movement wasn't just 
chaos and riots," she says. "It was 
pivotal in ending the war." 
Urbanowicz and Alexandra 
hang out in the Prentice Hall 
lounge, where they will spend the 
night If someone is needed to 
hold an unfilled spot during the 
vigil, she will willingly take over. 
Her dedication is amazing, espe- 
cially considering she traveled 
from Maryland. 
She's not the only traveler 
though. Carol Meyers is from 
Florida, and has come for May 4 
as often as possible since 1973. 
He was 14 and part of the anti- 
war movement in 1970. 
"If not one other person came, 
I'd still be here," Meyers says. "It's 
important to mark a turning 
point in history..." 
Meyers considers himself to be 
in "the reserves." He will stay up 
all night and fill in any empty 
spaces, but he makes sure to 
stand in each student's space at 
least once. 
"I think the spirits of the dead 
students know we're here," he 
says. 
"I feel they can channel the 
world through us, I hope." 
Another traveler is Kent State 
alumnus Steven Skovensky, who 
moved to Chicago in 1999. He 
graduated in 1997 and is a former 
May 4 Task Force co-chair. He's 
attended every commemoration 
for nine years, and keeps coming 
back because of the connections 
he made from working on the 
Task Force. 
"I made a vow that I would quit 
my job if I couldn't come back 
every May," he says. "The direc- 
tion my life took I basically owe to 
the dead students." 
Skovensky works with the 
homeless. His desire to beta oth- 
ers stems from the influence of 
the four slain students' lives, par- 
ticularly leffrey Miller. 
"leffrey Miller was extremely 
passionate toward the well-being 
of others," he says. "Hewrotealot 
of poetry that inspired. Some of 
the things he said sparked some- 
thing in me." 
Skovensky's passion for May 4 
also inspired his cousin, Matt 
Thompson, a 2000 graduate of 
Ohio University and Washington, 
D.C., resident Thompson played 
music for a commemoration 
concert Friday evening. Because 
of the problems with funding this 
year, he offered his services for 
free. 
" Being here for two days makes 
me a little bit of a better person by 
getting the chance to reunite with 
kindred souls," Thompson says. 
No matter how far they trav- 
eled, or whether they were a stu- 
dent, alumni, or "kindred soul", 
everyone attending the vigil did 
so for a personal, special reason. 
" I just couldn't imagine going a 
year with coming" Achkl says. 
"The families have to go to bed 
every night thinking about the 
punishment their sons and 
daughters should not have got" 
"If you just forget about some- 
thing history can repeat itself," 
Monsman says. 
"Coming back now kind of 
affirms the belief of the good and 
the love that exists in the world," 
Skovensky says. "It gets me 
geared up for the rest of the year." 
More than 200 college partygoers 
arrested over weekend at OSU, KSU 
IHE ASSOCIATED  PRESS 
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Police 
officers arrested more than 200 
people at Ohio State University 
and Kent State University over 
the weekend in an effort to con- 
trol off-campus parties. 
While partygoers were rela- 
tively calm in Columbus, those 
in Kent threw rocks and bottles 
at police and set fires. No major 
injuries were reported. 
After two weekends of clashes 
between students and police 
near Ohio State, police shed their 
riot gear on Saturday night, but 
maintained their heightened 
presence near the campus. 
Columbus police arrested 137 
people over the weekend and 
five businesses were cited for 
selling alcohol to underage 
drinkers, Columbus police 
spokeswoman Sherry Joins said. 
The number of arrests was 
substantially larger than either of 
the previous two weekends, 
when police officers used tear 
gas and wooden projectiles to 
control crowds that threw bot- 
tles, started fires and broke win- 
dows. 
In Kent, police dispersed par- 
tygoers Friday and Saturday 
nights near campus. 
Revelers at  a  block party 
Friday night flung rocks and bot- 
tles at police, who wore riot gear 
and dispersed the crowd of near- 
ly 1,000 people by firing plastic 
pellets at them. 
Kent police said in a statement 
that only a "pocket" of people 
from the party caused the prob- 
lems and that they arrested peo- 
ple who failed to leave the area 
when police ordered them to do 
so. 
Kent police arrested 21 on 
Friday, and more than 50 on 
Saturday. 
Police estimated that 2,000 
revelers filled the parking lot and 
apartments  Saturday  at  the 
University Townhomes apart- 
ment complex just south of the 
Kent State campus. 
The area was calm Saturday 
with people gathering in the 
complex's courtyard to barbecue 
and drink alcohol. But police 
dispersed the crowd after fires 
were set Saturday night, includ- 
ing to a couch and a car. They 
ordered people indoors or out of 
the neighborhood. 
Nearly 100 police cars 
patrolled the area throughout 
the day and into the night and 
surveillance cameras were 
aimed from atop a fully extend- 
ed fire ladder. 
PARKING, FROM PAGE 1 
online will complete an online 
form, after which they should 
receive a letter acknowledging 
the vehicle registration request 
The letter will also include a ten- 
tative date on which they should 
receive the actual parking per- 
mit, which hangs from the vehi- 
cle's rear-view mirror, in the mail. 
The normal fee for the parking 
permit will be billed to students' 
bursar accounts as usuaL 
The website is not yet online, 
but "we IParking arid Traffic 
Services! are working with 
Information Technology 
Systems to create the website so 
that returning students will no 
longer have to wait in lines to 
register their cars," Enriquez 
said. The online form simplifies 
the process of registering vehi- 
cles by eliminating the time 
spent in line at Parking and 
Traffic Services at the beginning 
of the semester. However, online 
registration is not open to new 
and first-year students. 
While faculty and staff will not 
be able to register their vehicles 
online for the coming year 
either, online vehicle registration 
should be open to them in future 
semesters. 
SUMMER COURSES, FROM PAGE 1 
ed in their cumulative grade 
point average. 
Judy Donald, director of regis- 
tration and scheduling with the 
Office of Continuing Education, 
said that the video courses offer 
other benefits such as allowing 
the students to live at home and 
to work at their own pace. 
"It's a great opportunity," 
Donald said. "It provides a little 
more flexibility in a student's 
busy schedule." 
In addition, students who 
enroll in any of the summer 
video-based courses will receive 
an automatic $200 incentive. 
Donald said that this will make 
the courses and materials slight- 
ly less expensive than enrolling in 
an on-campus course. 
According to Thibault, the 
University would like to continue 
offering courses of this nature, 
but is waiting for student feed- 
back before making any final 
decisions. 
"It's the University's intent for 
these courses to be a quality 
learning experience," Thibault 
said, "but we won't know how the 
students will react until it's over." 
Students can receive more 
information on the video-based 
course by contacting Judy 
Donald in the Office of 
Continuing Education. 
CONCERT, FROM PAGE 1 
tour together, put on a tremen- 
dous show. The exclusiveness of 
the groups performing on the 
same bill attracted and pleased 
fans from all over the state. 
Ohio University student Bryan 
MacAfee came all the way from 
Athens to see the show. 
"I'm here for the majestic med- 
leys and butt-pounding bass," 
the OU student said. 
"Roots are more majestic, 
where as Run DMC are more 
bassy." 
Others came for the musician- 
ship as well. 
"It was all about the drummer 
and the bassist |of the Roots] and 
Run," said Cleveland native 
Dominic Howard. "He was sweet 
the whole jam." 
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BRACING FOR THE FUTURE Dentistry schools 
at private universities closing due to costs 
By Mindy Hagen 
U WIRE 
EVANSTON. III. — After 110 
years of training future dentists, 
Northwestern University's 
School of Dentistry shut its doors 
for the last time after Saturday's 
graduation. But NU isn't the only 
private university moving away 
from dental education. 
Six private institutions have 
closed their dental programs 
within the last 12 years because of 
competition with public univer- 
sities that receive state funding to 
operate dental schools. 
University President Henry 
Bienen said many factors went 
into the closing of NU's dental 
school, including high new capi- 
tal costs, budget deficits and lag- 
ging research. 
"Many private dental schools 
had closed and the public- 
schools were heavily subsidized 
by the states.'' liienen said. "I 
asked for a plan when I saw the 
problems, and the plan was to 
create a new clinical practice 
group to increase revenues." 
Bienen said that although thai 
plan was implemented for two- 
and-a-half years, it failed because 
it increased costs. The adminis- 
tration was left with making the 
"difficult decision" to close the 
school 
But dental officials, students 
and alumni aren't smiling about 
Nil's decision. They accuse NT) 
of contributing to a disturbing 
pattern emerging within dental 
education — choosing costs over 
ECONOMICS OF 
DENTISTRY 
Randall Grove, director of the 
Chicago Dental Society, lament- 
ed the loss of what was once one 
of top five dental schools in the 
nation. 
"Northwestern's closing will 
have an impact because we've 
lost the prestige of having one of 
the finest dental schools in the 
country being within our bound- 
aries," Grove said. "It was a mat- 
ter of economics, no question 
about it." 
But Dental School Dean Lee 
lameson said multiple factors 
contributed to the school's clos- 
ing. 
"Everybody looks for a single 
cause, but the administration is 
really the one who made those 
decisions," he said. "From a den- 
tal education standpoint overall, 
six schools preceded us in clos- 
ing. And all of them happened to 
be private schools." 
Because dental schools are 
required to prepare students for 
their license exams, universities 
have to invest in operating a clin- 
ic so students can learn through 
hands-on experience. Medical 
school students, on the other 
hand, receive their training in 
hospitals that are not funded by 
the university. 
lameson said dental programs 
are the most expensive compo- 
nent of any private school 
because of the operating costs of 
clinics. 
But E. Steven Smith, NU's for- 
mer forensic dental education 
director who now serves as inter- 
im dean of University of Nevada 
at Las Vegas' dental program, said 
even private schools have to buy 
into national needs. 
"Maybe NU felt it wasn't their 
responsibility to contribute to 
dentistry," Smith said. "But 1 
would have been more proactive. 
The decision to close down NU's 
dental school doesn't make 
much sense to many people in 
dental education today." 
As a public university, UNI.V 
will receive millions of dollars 
from the Nevada Legislature to 
fund the dental school. The 1999 
legislature set aside an initial $12 
million for the school, and UNLV 
is asking tliis year's legislature for 
a $35 million building bond. 
According to the American 
Dental Association, running a 
dental school with fewer than 250 
students could cost about 
$62,000 per student annually. 
Private schools, however, don't 
have the public funding option. 
Officials from Washington 
University in St. Louis, which 
closed its dental school in 1991. 
said there are no avenues for pri- 
vate schools to compete in dental 
education because of changing 
times. 
Dental students at Georgetown 
University. Emory University and 
Washington University began 
transferring to state schools 
because of lower tuition in the 
late 1980s. All of these private 
institutions closed their dental 
schools after having problems 
retaining their top students in 
addition to dealing with budget 
deficits. 
Washington University officials 
said the decline in class size 
forced tuition upward to a level 
that did not allow the school to 
compete. 
Smith said that even though 
NU doesn't get governmental 
funding, it should have explored 
more options, including getting 
rid of die dental school's expen- 
sive lakefront property in down- 
town Chicago and building a new 
clinic in Evanston. 
NU Dental School graduate 
Natalia Cenzano, said she 
believes the administration saw 
their investment wasn't paving 
off and didn't try to make an 
effort to bring dentistry back. 
"The school had a great tradi- 
tion, and now the cradle of den- 
tistry has died," Cenzano said. "I 
don't consider NU my alma 
mater anymore. It's the dental 
school that was mv school." 
DENTISTRY NUMBERS 
IN DECLINE 
With about 350 students, NU's 
Dental School produced 2 per- 
cent of the nation's annual dental 
graduates. 
Greg Johnson, director of pro- 
fessional services for the Illinois 
State Dental Society, said 4,200 
students graduated from U.S. 
denial schools last year. Johnson 
said Illinois will have about 125 
dental graduates this year, com- 
ing from the University of Illinois- 
Chicago and Southern Illinois 
University - the only two dental 
programs left in the state. 
Officials from Georgetown 
University, which closed its den- 
tal school in 1990 after 89 years, 
said progress in dentistry during 
the last century has contributed 
to a decline in the need for many 
dental services. Improved dental 
hygiene and prevention, the 
wider use of fluoridation and 
technological advances have 
improved dental efficiency. 
But 1975 dental school gradu- 
ate Tom Fryniark, who practices 
restorative and cosmetic den- 
tistry in McHenry, said an Influx 
of immigrants has brought 
unique dental problems that 
need to be addressed. 
"A school like NU hasa respon- 
sibility to serve the world, not just 
a small section of Chicago," 
Erymark said. "Dentistry is more 
in demand because it has 
become a global problem." 
According to the Pew Health 
Professions Committee, there is a 
nationwide average of one den- 
tist per 1,631 people. Nicole 
Sheffler, a dental student at the 
University of North Carolina and 
chairwoman of the American 
Dental Education Association 
Council of Students, said more 
dental schools need to be built to 
allow dentists to serve more 
patients. 
"There needs to be more 
schools to provide as many den- 
tists, rather than cutting back 
care." shesaid. "Access to care is a 
very big issue with it being so dif- 
ficult to have enough dentists 
tliroughout the regions for every 
patient." 
But UNLV's Smith said he 
remains hopeful. UNLVs dental 
school is set to open with 75 stu- 
dents in Fall 2002. and a dental 
school at the Kirksville College of 
Osteopathic Medicine in Arizona 
was initially approved last week. 
Smith said the southwestern 
United Slates has "great dental 
access problems" and predicts a 
shortage of dentists down the 
road. 
"With our exploding popula- 
tion and the number of people 
going to the dentist, it is becom- 
ing a huge industry," he said. 
"There are almost two dentists 
retiring for every one dentisi 
graduating, so that makes den- 
tistry an incredible profession for 
anyone to go into." 
TAKING CLASSES THIS SUMMER? 
The BG News publishes once every 
week. Don't forget to snap up 
a copy between classes! 
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BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
WINDING DOWN 
A look at the Bowling Green year in sports 
Superstition says breaking a mirror 
will bring seven years of bad luck. 
Lett hope in the case of the Bowling 
Green football team that nine games and 
one head coach can substitute those 
seven years. 
Starting quarterback Andy Sal u n acci- 
dently broke a mirror and cut up his 
11111 in 111 j; 11. i n 11 before the start of the sea- 
son. It was a foreshadow for things to 
come for the Falcon gridders. who fin- 
ished with a record of 2-9 and watched 
their head coach, Gary Blackney, resign 
after a loss to Buffalo. 
This year had its sad moments, but 
there were also those moments that car- 
ried an interesting twist. One of the great- 
est tales comes straight from Mickey 
Cochrane Field. 
It was the year of the rally for the 
BowlingGreen soccer programs. Both the 
men's and women's teams got off to a slow 
start, but packed a devastating punch in 
the Mid-American Conference 
Tournament. Both teams were just a kick 
away from making the NCAA 
Tournament, but fell in the MAC 
Championship game. Spectators who 
witnessed the games saw that the score- 
board showed defeat, but were aware that 
both teams walked off the field as win- 
ners. 
We saw an 18-year veteran BG coach 
get dumped - with water that is. Falcon 
volleyball coach DeniseVan De Walle got 
a pleasant surprise in Buffalo after her 
team won a piece of the Eastern Division 
crown. Her players took a Gatorade buck- 
et full of water and soaked the proud 
coach. 
Ice water down the back never felt so 
good. 
It was literally a backwards year... or at 
least men's basketball coach Dan Dakich 
turned it into one. While Kris Kross 
attempted to make wearing clothes back- 
ward into a hip-hop fashion, Dakich did it 
to inspire his team. And it worked. 
The baseball team led the country in 
hitting and the Falcon softball team won 
the MAC East title just two days ago. The 
men's tennis team dominated the confer- 
ence and Mike Kossoff finally cut his hair. 
It was an interesting year for Falcon 
athletics. 
With the slates wiped clean, it will be 
interesting to see what happens in 2001- 
2002. 
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Editor says 
goodbye with 
last GoodStella 
PETE 
STELLA 
GOODSTELLA 
As all departing seniors know, 
it is hard to fathom that college 
is coming to an end. 
Since we got back from 
Spring Break, my decisions 
every night have been "do I 
study, watch television or go out 
with my friends and drink?" 
Lets see if you can guess which 
path I took. 
Living in this quiet, windy 
and cornfield infested town, 
and going to college here has 
been the best time of my life. 
And now I, gulp, have to head 
into the real world and become 
a working man for the next 40 
or 50 years. 
But I guess I can't complain 
since I will be moving to 
Florida to lake a job in a news- 
paper outside Orlando. 
I'm going to Disney World. 
(Hey that snow we had a 
couple of weeks ago was the 
lasj straw, get me the hell out of 
here). 
This has been a very interest- 
ing year in my life. 
lust as my senior year in high 
school, it was gone before I 
knew it and the memories of 
the year are some good and 
some bad. 1 can honestly say I 
met my best friends in the 
whole world while working for a 
landscaping company last sum- 
mer. 
And along the way, 1 became 
friends with the people they 
hung out till I had one of the 
coolest groups of friends I have 
ever hung out with in my life. 
Every night was an adventure 
Jeft Hindf nach BG Item 
and when I would eventually 
return home, 1 just had to sit on 
my bed and laugh because of 
- how much fun we are all togeth- 
er. 
I would die for those guys and 
I want to thank them for mak- 
ing my life complete and as fun 
and crazy as it has ever been. 
Ben and Red, thanks for the 
Spring Break invite! I hope 1 did- 
n't annoy you too much. 
This was also been a hard 
year to be Sports Editor. 
1 came into a situation that 
would make some people want 
to blow their heads off. We had 
just started the redesign of the 
paper and I had to train four or 
five new writers, along with cov- 
"I would die for 
those guys and I 
want to thank them 
for making my life 
complete and as fun 
and as crazy as it 
has ever been." 
ering football and taking a ton 
of classes. There were days 
when I would be on campus for 
close to 16 hours; talk about an 
almost nervous breakdown. 
But it all worked out in the 
end. 
To my staff, I want to say 
thanks for working as hard as 
you all did. I never had a prob- 
lem with you guys and you 
always did what I asked, even if 
I had to threaten your lives to 
get you motivated sometimes. I 
hope what 1 have taught you 
about writing and page design 
will help you in the future and 
STELLA, PAGE 9 
GONE: The 
Falcon baseball 
team provided a 
spark for fans 
this spring when 
their massive 
hitting attack was 
ranked as the 
best in the 
country. 
<     V 
TEAMS OF THE YEAR 
RUGBY: 
When you beat teams by 
scores of 77-0 and so-on, you 
kick some serious ass. The 
Falcons put "one of the best 
teams on the field that I have 
seen since I have been here" 
according to an interview with 
coach Mazzarella in the fall. 
Their run at a National 
Championship was cut short at 
West Point when a key penalty 
enabled Army to win the con- 
test. But the love for the 
Falcons is there and the entire 
BG News Sports Staff would 
like to salute the rugby team for 
their tremendous season. 
Because they deserve it more 
than anyone. 
BASEBALL: 
In the 2001 preseason coach- 
es' poll, the Bowling Green 
baseball team was picked to 
finish a distant fourth in the 
Mid-American    Conference's 
Eastern Division. Now, as the 
season pulls into the home 
stretch, the Falcons are in first 
place in the division with one 
of the best offenses in the 
country, led by leadoff man 
Am Christman, outfielders Lee 
Morrison and Len Elias, and 
a productive infield that 
includes Scott Dukate, 
Nick      Elrod,      Corey 
Loomis, and Kelly Hunt. 
MEN'S TENNIS: 
The men's tennis 
team   finished   the 
season 19-10 over- 
all,  which 
is the most 
d u a 1 - 
match wins since the 
1978-79 season when 
the Falcons finished 
20-5.   lunior   Vitek 
Wild and sophomore 
Geoff  Hiscox  were 
both named to the all- 
conference first team. 
This  was Wild's 
ird and Hiscox's 
second time to be 
named to the All- 
MAC squad. The 
Falcon's    ended 
the season with a 
loss  to Western 
Michigan    (who 
went on to win 
the title) in the 
semifinals round 
of     the     Mid- 
American 
Conference 
Championship in a 
close 3-4 finish. 
VOLLEYBALL: 
For the second 
time in as many sea- 
sons, the Bowling 
Green volleyball team 
surpassed its goal of 
winning 20 games. 
The 21 victories, 
which     was    good 
enough for first in the Mid- 
American Conference Eastern 
Division is in part to a strong 
lineup of players and a solid 
commitment to volleyball. The 
Falcons moved their way into a 
regional ranking of 10th in the 
Midwest during the season. 
SOFTBALL: 
In the last' two seasons, the 
Falcon Softball team has 
become a force to be reckoned 
with in the MAC. This season, 
the team most recently won 
the East Division with a 18-4 
league mark. 
The Falcons are led by pitch- 
ers McKenna Houle and lody 
lohnson, fielders Nikki 
Rouhanna and Libby Vosheli 
and senior sluggers len 
Domschot and Lynsey Ebel, 
who are battling it out for the 
school home run record. 
BEST COACH 
letlHimlenachBGNevre 
COACHING: Men's basketball coach Dan Dakich demonstrates his 
superior coaching skills on Len Matela. Dakich was named one of 
the best coaches and snappiest dressers in Bowling Green. 
ROGER MAZZARELLA: 
With the help of Mazzarella, 
me "Yoda" of the rugby team, 
the Falcons completed their 67 
winning season and captured 
their 19th consecutive Mid- 
American Conference champi- 
onship. Oh yeah, his nationally 
ranked squad also took a trip to 
the National Collegiate 
Championship at West Point a 
few weeks ago but fell short to 
Army. Gee, are they any good? 
Note to Director of Athletics 
Paul Krebs; give tfiese guys the 
love they have earned and that 
they deserve. They are the best 
team in the past, present and 
future of Bowling Green. 
DENISEVANDEWALLE: 
She has the longest tenure of 
any coach at Bowling Green and 
shows no signs of slowing down. 
Denise Van De Walle, who com- 
pleted her 18th season as head 
volleyball coach for the Falcons, 
guided her team to a piece of 
the Mid-American Conference 
Eastern Division 
Championship. The Falcons fin- 
ished the season with a record 
of 21-9. Van De Walle has done a 
solid job recruiting over the last 
couple of seasons, building a 
legitament MAC Tournament 
contender. She brought in 
Oakland transfer Caty 
Rommeck in 1999, who came 
on strong and finished 4th in 
the country last season in 
blocks. She also brought fresh- 
man Susie Norris, who shat- 
tered BG's digs per game record 
in only her first year. Along with 
athletic skill, Van De Walle 
recruits smarts. Her team had a 
cumulative GPA of 3.34 last year. 
DAN DAKICH: 
If you know coach Dakich or 
have seen him in action, you 
know he demands success and 
doesn't take sh#t from anyone. 
He is the man, plain and simple. 
He has turned the BG basketball 
program into a power in the 
MAC and will most likely con- 
tend for the title next season. 
How many guys do you know 
that would turn his jacket 
around because he thought it 
would help his team win? And 
the funny thing is that it worked. 
JAY HARRIS: 
Harris finished his fifth sea- 
son as the men's tennis coach. 
He coached the team to their 
most victories since the 1978-79 
season. He also improved his 
dual-match record to 72-51 
overall. Harris has led the 
Falcons to five of the most suc- 
cessful seasons in recent mem- 
ory including leading the team 
into the national rankings. 
LEIGH ROSS-SHAW: 
Since her arrival at BG three 
seasons ago, Leigh Ross-Shaw 
has led the Falcon Softball team 
to a 83-61 record and last sea- 
son's MAC East Division co- 
championship. Ross-Shaw is 
well respected by her MAC and 
non-MAC colleagues, as well as 
her players. 
DANNY SCHMITZ: 
Danny Schmitz, in his 11th 
year at the helm of the Bowling 
Green baseball program, has 
fielded one of the best offensive 
teams in the nation this year. 
The team's batting average has 
consistently been above .340 for 
much on the second half of the 
season, and they are currently in 
first place in the Mid-American 
Conference's Eastern Division, 
fighting for homefield advan- 
tage throughout the MAC tour- 
nament. 
TOP 5 FRESHMEN 
SUSIE NORRIS: 
Susie Norris came into the Bowling Green volley- 
ball program last summer not really sure how to 
lose. She was the current Ohio Division TV Player of 
the Year, helping the Hopewell-Louden Chieftains to 
an 85-2 mark and three state championships in 
three seasons. Norris kept that winning attitude 
from high school which helped land her a starting 
role on the team. All she hoped to do was break into 
the starting rotation. Lirde did Norris know what an 
impact she would make. 
As the old saying goes, "speed kills." Norris used 
her quickness and coordination to bash the Falcons 
single season records in digs with 462 digs (4.26 per 
game). She ranked 13th nationally with her dig aver- 
age. Deservingly, she was named to the All-MAC 
Freshman Team. 
JOSH ALMANS0N: 
For the Falcon basketball team Almanson, the 
hometown hero, shook off his freshman jitters and 
became a very productive member off the bench, 
despite some injury problems. He could be a major 
catalyst next season and could be the go-to guy 
when Len Matela graduates. 
J0DYJOHNSON: 
lody lohnson's collegiate career began with a 29- 
0 loss to Arizona in February. Since then, the right- 
hander has pitched her way to a 7-2 record for the 
Softball team. She has earned her place as a regular 
Falcon starter and proven that she can pitch in any 
situation. 
JOSH HARRIS: 
Called the poor man's Michael Vide1, Harris 
became a personal favorite of Sports Editor Pete 
Stella On the football field, Harris has the ability to 
run faster than anyone else on the field and to juke 
defenders out of their underwear. 
MchMl IthmkuNe BG News 
SEE YA: Falcon quarterback Josh Harris, one of 
this years top freshmen, attempts to escape 
Toledo's David Brockmore Nov. 22,2000. 
But he needs to develop his accuracy with his 
extremely strong aim and could eventually perma- 
nently take over the starting position. 
JEN SCHNIPKE: 
Schnipke took the BG golf scene by storm in her 
freshman season, as she placed in the Top 10 five 
times. She ended a stellar campaign by finishing in 
a tie for sixth at the MAC championships, good 
enough for second-team All-Conference honors. 
Her 80.54 average was tops on the team. 
TOP 5 FEMALE ATHLETES 
MARNY 0ESTRENG: 
Mamy Oestreng, a native .of 
Norway, may be the best gym- 
nast in Bowling Green history. 
The 1999 NCAA national cham- 
pion in the all-around, she has 
set almost every single individ- 
ual school record imaginable. 
This year as a junior, she was 
the only Falcon gymnast to 
advance to the NCAA regionals, 
where she finished 12th in the 
all-around. 
CATY ROMMECK: 
Bowling Green middle-hitter 
Caty Rommeck went from 
receiving limited playing time 
in 1999 to full-time domination 
last fall on the volleyball court. 
The junior First-Team All-MAC 
selection put up numbers as 
loud as her raspy yell after she 
slammed a kill or blocked a ball. 
Rommeck finished fourth in 
the country in blocks, averaging 
1.65 blocks per game. She also 
led the Falcons in hitting per- 
centage (.340) and kills per 
game (3.89). Rommeck was the 
spark plug for BG. Her intense 
style of play helped lift the play 
of her teammates and at times 
take over the volleyball court 
Even more impressive is 
Rommecks combined total of 
six weeks as MAC Offensive or 
Defensive Player of the Week. 
FRANCINE MILLER: 
Miller's season was filled witii 
highs and lows. She missed six 
games with various injuries, 
including knee and ankle 
problems. Yet, she also hit for 
a school-record-tying 35 
points at home vs. Marshall, 
a game in which she went 
over the 1,000-point plateau 
for her career. She was 
named to the All-MAC 
Second Team, and 
the team in scoring 
at 14.3 per game. 
STEPHANIE 
HELDT: 
Many 
senior track 
athletes 
dream   of 
having    a 
sensation- 
al     final 
year, but to 
have        it 
come true is 
definitely a 
b o n i| s . 
Stephanie 
Heldt   broke 
threw  in  her 
final track sea- 
son by setting a 
Falcon record 
in   the   high 
jump   with 
mark of 6-0. 
Heldt     also 
qualified for nationals for the 
indoor season. She has been as 
consistent as anyone on the BG 
track team performing 
at the top of her 
game meet in and 
meet out. 
NIKKI 
ROUHAN- 
NA: 
For   four 
seasons, 
first base- 
man Nikki 
Rouhanna 
has been a reg- 
ular  starter on 
the BG softball 
team. This season, 
she has been hitting 
leadoff and has the 
highest batting aver- 
age on the team with 
.372. Rouhanna also 
has quick reactions in 
the field. 
A team player, she 
leads the Falcons in 
their pre-game 
cheers and is vocal 
to her teammates 
throughout the 
game. 
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KEITH MCLEOD: 
The junior, who led the Brown 
and Orange in points per game 
and tied for the lead in steals, 
deserved first-team All-MAC 
recognition but didn't get it. 
Instead, he received second- 
team accolades and dazzled 
Anderson Arena with his pass- 
ing, Allen Iverson like fearless- 
ness and incredible dunking 
ability. McLeod could easily win 
Player of the Year next season 
and help the Falcons win the 
MAC. 
RICCO OGLESBY: 
Ricco Oglesby continued his 
junior campaign right where his 
sophomore track season left off 
on fire. Oglesby led the Falcons 
in many of the indoor and out- 
door meets and has made his 
name known as one of the top 
sprinters in Ohio. Watch out for 
Oglesby in his final season next 
year and you will, without a 
doubt, agree that he belongs in 
the 11si. 
TYLER MASTERS: 
The sophomore ended his 
magnificant year between the 
posts by recording two school 
records: save percentage (.922) 
and shutouts (3). 
Masters was honored as one 
of the winners of the lim Sears 
Award (MVP), along with Greg 
Day, and also took home the Jim 
Rueftl Award for the top defen- 
sive player. He was honored at 
the CCHA Awards and became 
second on the BG all-time list 
with a 2.47 goals against average. 
ANDY JENKINS: 
This swimmer swam the 50 
meter freestyle in a time of 21.01, 
just .50 seconds away from tying 
his school record from last year. 
He also swam the 100 meter 
freestyle in 46.64 seconds. This 
senior and team captain was 
inducted into the Omicron 
Delta Kappa Honor Society in 
December of 2000, the most 
prestigious collegiate leadership 
honor society in the nation. 
FRED DEGAND: 
Degand was an important 
part of the men's soccer team's 
run toward the MAC 
Tournament final. The senior 
was able to finish second in 
team scoring behind Matt Lyons 
as an attacking defender scoring 
four goals and completing the 
season with 12 points. 
Degand's performance was 
rewarded with a NSCAA All- 
Ohio First Team selection and 
also being selected by the 
NPSL's Cleveland Crunch in the 
territorial draft. 
TOP 5 MOMENTS 
*KURBtf 
MMMMKNM 
DOUBLE TAKE: Keith McLeod, one of the top five male athletes of 
the year, goes up for a shot in the BG vs. Kent meltdown, one of the 
top five moments of the year. 
left Hlndmacli BC News 
SERVE: Vitek Wild. 
who became the 
winnest player in 
Bowling Green 
men's tennis histo- 
ry, helped the 
Falcons to one of its 
best seasons ever. 
Wild was named to 
the Mid-American 
Conference first 
team, along with 
teammate Geoff 
Hiscox.. Wild posted 
a 24-12 singles 
record this season, 
including a 3-1 
conference mark. 
Stella is outta here 
STELLA. FROM PAGE 8 
you will all succeed in what you 
work at. 
Great job with this last issue, it 
looks great. 
And an extra special thank you 
goes to Nick Hurm and Jeff 
Hindenach. You guys did more 
for me than anyone when I basi- 
cally "retired" after Spring Break. 
I really appreciate your help 
more than you will ever know. 
1 hope that everyone has 
enjoyed what we have done this 
semester because it was a lot of 
hard work and time put in. 
To the football team, don't beat 
up Dan Nied; he's a good guy 
with a big mouth but he has a 
right to say what he did. 
Let it go. 
To len, I love you; thanks for 
the second chance. You won't 
regret it ever! 
Well, it's about time for 
Goodstella to sleep with the fish- 
es so in closing, I wish next year's 
teams the best and I ask that 
when people are reading my 
stuff in Sports Illustrated 15 years 
from now, you can say you went 
to college with the Number One 
Stella 
noonestella@hotmail.com 
Y: 
Changes needed to be made. 
The BG football team had just 
lost to Buffalo and current coach 
Gary Blackney announced that 
he would resign at the end of last 
season. 
The Falcons ended with a 2-9 
record and the message was 
clear; get a coach 
that will 
kick 
some 
ass. Enter 
Urban 
Meyer. 
The 
flashy assis- 
tant    coach 
from    Notre 
Dame       has 
come  in  and 
has shaken the 
very foundations 
of this program. 
He       promised 
good things and 
from the look of it, 
the Falcons should 
be very good  this 
season. 
<EY MAKING 
IL FOUR IN 
When you see a 16-19-5 over- 
all record, it probably doesn't 
knock you over. 
But for the BG hockey team, it 
didn't matter. The Falcons 
amazed the hockey world when 
they became the lowest seed to 
ever advance to the semi-finals 
in the Central Collegiate Hockey 
Association play-offs. 
The Falcons started their 
incredible run after a two-game 
sweep of Miami and then a 2-1 
overtime win over Northern 
Michigan in the CCHA Play-in 
game. 
The Brown and Orange, how- 
ever, watched its season end in a 
2-1 loss to Michigan State, the 
number one ranked team in the 
country. 
rankings for the first time in 
school history. 
The Falcons were ranked 75th 
in the nation, the only team in 
the MAC school listed in that 
week's rankings. 
Then a week later the Falcons 
did something even more amaz- 
ing. On March 28, 2001 they 
moved up to become ranked 
64th in the country. 
BAI 
INTO RANKS: 
NNIS BREAKS 
On March 22, 2001 the men's 
tennis team did something that 
had never been done before. 
They broke into the national 
II 
It had been 
eight long years 
since the 
Bowling Green 
volleyball pro- 
gram had won 
any  kind   of 
title.      The 
Faltfons 
finally   got 
the   sweet 
taste of a 
title back 
into 
their 
mouths 
after beating Buffalo 
in three sets at the close of the 
season. 
The title was more than just a 
proud moment for BG volley- 
ball, it was a main ingredient in 
helping to put the Falcon pro- 
gram buck on the map as an 
established winner. 
BG VS. KENT MELTDOWN: 
On February 20, a tense and 
emotional basketball game 
almost turned into a brawl after 
the Falcons fell to Kent State, the 
eventual MAC Champions, 70- 
64. 
The game was neck and neck 
for a majority of the playing time 
but the Golden Flashes turned 
out to be too powerful for the 
Brown and Orange. 
Coach Dan Dakich was eject- 
ed for arguing a call and the fans 
began to throw things onto the 
court. The referees were escort- 
ed by police to and from their 
changing room. 
It was chaos, pure chaos but 
what a game and what an after- 
noon. 
rjrMMfflfrijfjfflW^ 
CoroceleLTateMotrief'sDayonMay13,2W^ 
TT ^cMema *fc^TT 
Slow Roasted Prune Rib au jus 
Country Smoked Ham 
Roast Turkey Breast 
Broccoli Rice Casserole 
Steaming Fresh Vegetables 
Gourmet Salads 
Dessert Bar 
Beverage 
TT^S' S)elalls %^-rr 
Reservations Required 
Please call: University Catering 
at 372-6951 
Monday-Friday 9 am - 5 pm 
By noon on Fri. May 11th. 
Parking is available in lots J &3 
(off of Thurstin Ave.) and lots 
7 £ 8 between Meny & Reed St. 
off Thurstin Ave. Please use Towers 
West Entrance off of Thurstin Ave. 
Adults- $12.95 plus tax 
Children ages 3-10 years old - $5.95 plus tax 
Children under the age of 3 years - Free 
Golden Buckeye Card Patrons - $11.95 
BGSU Students - $11.95 with student ID 
S3 
(Meal Plans Accepted)     jVAJfi; 
University Dining Services 
Spring Semester 2001 Closing Hours 
Commons Dining Center 
Kreischer Sundial Food Court 
McDonald Dining Center 
Founders Keepers Food Court 
Founders Keeps Snackbar 
Galley 
GTDeli 
Shadows Snackbar 
Chilly's Express 
GT Express 
Silver River Cafe' 
Towers West Restaurant 
Closed 7pm Thursday, May 10 
Closed 2pm Friday, May 11 
Closed 2pm Friday, May 11 
Mother's Day Buffet, 11 am-2pm, Sunday May 
Open 7am-7pm Monday-Friday 
Closed Saturday, May 12, May 19 
Closed Sunday, May 13, May 20 
Open Monday - Friday, May 14-18.7am-2pm 
Closed Friday, May 11 
Open 7am-7pm Saturday, May 12 
Closed Midnight Tuesday, May 8 
Closed 11pm Tuesday, May 8 
Closed 3am Friday, May 11 
Closed 5prn Friday, May 11 
Closed 5pm Friday, May 11 
Closed 8:30pm Friday May 4 
Closed for dinner at 7pm Friday, May 4 
Open for lunch, 11:30am-1:30pm May 7 
13 
The BG News 
aTTm 
Of the 2000-2001 
school year is tomorrow 
Don't miss the BG 
News this Summer! 
SUMMER 
PUBLICATION 
SCHEDULE: 
MAY 
Wednesday, May 23 
Wednesday, May 30 
JUNE 
Wednesday, June 6 
Wednesday, June 11 
Wednesday, June 18 
Wednesday, June 25 
(Summer/O-Reg Coupon Clipper) 
JULY 
Tuesday,        July 3 
Wednesday, July 11 
Wednesday, July 18 
Wednesday, July 25 
AUGUST 
Wednesday, August 1 
Wednesday, August 8 
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EFFECTS OF WAR: Mbanza Ngoyi, washes her 5-year-old daughter, Mbakule Ntambue who Is suffering from extreme malnutrition in the 
Kabinda Hospital in the Congo. Adults and children reaching the front-line hospital in Kabinda told of countless civilians succumbing to 
disease and hunger in burned, looted villages cut off throughout Congo's 2 1/2-year-old war. 
Starving travel from interior 
By Ellen Knickmeyer 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
KABINDA, Congo — Parents 
reaching a front-line hospital this 
weekend with stick-thin children 
in their arms told of countless 
civilians succumbing to disease 
and hunger in burned, looted vil- 
lages cut off throughout Congo's 
2 1/2-year-old war. 
The hospital at Kabinda — 
where 185 emaciated children 
lay on and under the 60 available 
beds, with a 2-week-old measles 
epidemic raging — provided a 
first look at a hidden death toll 
that one international aid group 
has estimated in the millions. 
"I came because I wanted to 
save them," said Ntambue 
Ntambue, who arrived at 
Kabinda with two starving, sick 
children, after seeing two of his 
others die untreated during a 
year of hiding in the bush. "Now 1 
must go back and get the rest" 
"Wfe knew if we didn't come, 
we would lose everyone," said 
Ntambue Kilolo, who walked two 
days through rebel-controlled 
territory to reach Kabinda with 
his 5-year-old daughter, leaving 
his five other children behind. 
The girl — weighing 17 
pounds — slumped Saturday 
with a feeding tube in her nose, 
eyes rolling in her sockets and 
the frail bones of her skull sharp. 
The Associated Press was the 
first news organization that 
Congo's government has permit- 
ted to cross to the front line at 
Kabinda, a southeastern hilltop 
city of 140,000. The AP spoke to 
parents and workers at the hos- 
pital Saturday. 
Kabinda was under siege for 
two years during the war, sur- 
rounded by Rwanda-backed 
rebel forces who hoped to seize 
the city and its airstrip and push 
on to nearby diamond fields. 
Now a cease-fire has started to 
gell, and rebel fighters have 
begun withdrawing from land 
around the government-con- 
trolled town. The 300 adults and 
children at the hospital are the 
first to trickle in from the sur- 
rounding countryside. 
Outsiders are finally getting 
some direct clues to a humani- 
tarian disaster whose scope has 
only been guessed at until now. 
Congo's war started in 1998 
when Rwanda and Uganda, act- 
ing with Congolese rebels, invad- 
ed to try to oust Congo's presi- 
dent at the time, Laurent Kabila 
Zimbabwe, Angola, and Namibia 
entered the war on the govern- 
ment's side, stopping the offen- 
sive after it had seized 60 percent 
of the Western Europe-sized 
nation. 
Peace efforts moved forward 
after the Jan. 16 assassination of 
Kabila and the succession of his 
son, Joseph. A U.N.-monitored 
accord obligated all sides to start 
pulling back forces from battle 
zones — like Kabinda — as of 
mid-March. 
Congo remains divided into 
government- and rebel-allied 
sides, and international organi- 
zations have been unable to 
reach much of the interior to 
deliver aid — or even assess the 
need for it 
The U.S.-based International 
Rescue Committee has estimat- 
ed tin- war's death toll on the 
rebel-held side alone at 1.7 mil- 
lion, mostly among civilians 
believed to have died of hunger 
and malnutrition. The organiza- 
tion is expected soon to formally 
revise its estimate to 3 million 
dead. 
"This confirms that report," 
Tshimanga Yatshimba, a govern- 
ment official at Kabinda, said as 
he walked through the hospital's 
courtyard, sweeping a hand at 
the children lining the concrete 
walkway. 
Many had the blond hair of 
longtime malnutrition. Edema, 
caused by a diet without protein, 
puffed the limbs ol some chil- 
dren. Most were scabbed with 
lesions. 
There must be "so many more 
sick out there who don't have the 
means to come," Yatshimba said. 
Kabinda remains encircled 
today, with armored-personnel 
carriers and Zimbabwean and 
Congolese troops lining the one 
government-held road, west out 
of rebel territory. The surround- 
ing area remains under rebel 
administration. 
Adults among the patients said 
rebel fighters stole their crops 
and cattle, often burning their 
homes. Many said they hid in the 
bush, feeding their families on 
scavenged cassava leaves. 
"The old ones die in the vil- 
lages. They don't come here." 
said Sister Maria Marta 
Kuhnapfd, a nurse at the hospi- 
tal. 
The hospital has 150 beds, 
including 60 in the pediatrics 
ward. It has enough medicine to 
treat the patients who have 
already arrived for another six to 
eight weeks — but word is that 
many more are on their way, said 
Dr. Claire Nogier. 
Kabinda's airport is closed to 
day-to-day traffic with the war, 
and the next government town is 
a bumpy 8-hour drive away for 
even the best four-wheel-drive 
vehicle — or a week for most 
trucks. 
One of the hospital's doctors 
made the trip this week, heading 
to Kinshasa to ask urgendy for 
tents, other supplies and more 
medicine to handle the influx. 
"When we walk through here, 
they say, 'We are still hungry,"' 
Nogier said of the patients. Food 
shortages mean the starving who 
reach the hospital get only two 
dishes of porridge a day, plus one 
meal of manioc and com. 
VISIT 
THE 
ART 
BUILDING 
T HIS 
YEAR.. 
I! b 
LIKE 
HAV- 
ING 
YOUR 
OWN 
MUSEUM 
ON 
CAMPUS. 
,.£<*ve ^atttique 
Large selection of 
DVD's for rent! 
kWe caity alf your bachelor & 
jcheloi-ette party needs. 
^Ernployrnent opportunities for 
summer. Great way to earn 
money over the summer! 
Sunday-Wednesday 
\%fmm      '0 am - 2 am 
Thursday-Saturday 
10 am - 4- am 
125 2 BYRNE RD     TOLEDO     521-0079 
Just another 
Manic Monday... 
Wish It were 
Sunday... 
BGNEWS 
WORLD    BIEFING 
Macedonia leaders 
want war declared 
SKOPJE. Macedonia (AP) — 
Macedonia's prime minister said 
Saturday he plans to ask 
Parliament to declare a state of 
war, hours after soldiers ham- 
mered ethnic Albanian rebel 
positions with artillery fire in an 
escalating offensive 
The comments from Prime 
Minister Ljbuco Georgievski fol- 
lowed a series of rebel ambushes 
of security forces and the steady 
bombardment of insurgent posi- 
tions in the northern part of 
Macedonia — attacks that have 
deepened fears the country is on 
the verge of civil war. 
"What is happening on the ter- 
ritory of Macedonia is war," 
Georgievski told reporters outside 
an emergency session of the 
Macedonian government leader- 
ship. "Those people who are 
doing this have the aim of con- 
quering the territory." 
A declaration of a state of war 
needs the approval of a two- 
thirds majority of the 120-mem- 
ber Parliament, but it was not 
immediately clear if the govern- 
ment could round up the sup- 
port The legislature was expected 
to meet Tuesday, but the state- 
ments from Georgievski suggest- 
ed he could try reshuffle the gov- 
ernment before that. 
If approved, the declaration 
would give President Boris 
Trajkovski the power to rule by 
decree and appoint a govern- 
ment of his choosing. It would 
also give him the ability to seal the 
borders, ban public gatherings, 
anfl impose a curfew. 
Explosion rocks 
London postal depot 
LONDON (AP) — An explosion 
rocked a postal depot in London 
early yesterday, the 20th anniver- 
sary of a fatal hunger strike by 
jailed Irish militants, police said. 
One person was slightly injured. 
The pre-dawn blast occurred at 
a mail sorting center that was the 
site of a similar explosion three 
weeks ago. The earlier explosion 
has been blamed on an outlawed 
breakaway group known as the 
Real IRA. 
Police sealed off the depot and 
firefighters and paramedics were 
at the scene, a Scotland Yard 
spokesman said on condition of 
anonymity. Anti-terrorism offi- 
cers were also there. 
The explosion came on the 
20th anniversary of the death of 
hunger striker Bobby Sands, an 
Irish Republican Army member 
held prisoner at Northern 
Ireland's notorious Maze prison. 
Pope makes 
controversial visit 
DAMASCUS, Syria (AP) —John 
Paul II became the first pope to 
enter a mosque yesterday, calling 
for brotherhood between 
Christians and Muslims and step - 
ping across a sensitive line in his 
campaign for better relations 
among different faiths. 
Vatican and Syrian flags deco- 
rated the Omayyad Mosque in 
the old walled city at the heart of 
modem Damascus as the 80- 
year-old pontiff slipped off his 
shoes as tradition requires and 
entered the mosque. 
Leaning on a cane, he stum- 
bled slightly at the threshold and 
while crossing the carpeted Door 
of the vast, white-columned hall 
glittering with chandeliers. He 
walked with Syria's top Muslim 
cleric, Sheik Ahmad Kuftaro, who 
is in his late 80s and also walked 
with a cane. 
The visit to the mosque had 
been controversial from the start. 
It stands on land a church occu- 
pied 12 centuries ago. Some 
Syrians had questioned whether 
the pope was trying to claim the 
site back for Christianity, evoking 
centuries-old conflict between 
Muslims and Europeans 
lust outside the mosque com- 
pound is the tomb of Salaheddin 
al-Ayoubi, or Saladin, who led the 
Muslim armies that wrested 
lerusalem from Christian 
Crusaders in the 12th century. 
Start of soccer riots 
in Iran unclear 
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — The roof 
of a stadium grandstand caved in, 
killing several fans and injuring 
hundreds of others, during a soc- 
cer match yseterday in northeast- 
em Iran, the official news agency 
reported. 
After the accident, angry fans 
clashed with police trying to 
make their way into Mottaqi 
Stadium in the city of Sari, 155 
miles northeast of Tehran. 
State-run television showed 
images of fans wielding metal 
poles locked in batde with anti- 
riot forces on the soccer field. One 
wall of the stadium was torn 
down, and iron fences separating 
the grandstand from the field had 
been rooted out 
Some rioters started fires on 
the field, said Ali Ansarian, a play- 
er with Persepolis, one of the 
teams in the match. 
"We are trapped in the locker 
room." Ansarian told AP by 
phone. "There is such a thick 
crowd outside that we can't force 
open the door to the locker room. 
Through a small window, I can 
see fighting outside between fans 
and the police." 
It was not immediately clear 
what had sparked the riots. Some 
20,000 fans were in the stadium at 
the time of the collapse, the offi- 
cial Islamic Republic News 
Agency reported. It reported 
"hundreds" injured and "several" 
dead without giving exact num- 
bers. 
Ansarian said that he had seen 
at least 30 people dead 
Appearing on our Center Stage... XXX Uideo Star 
Great Apartments Still Available 
for Fall 2001 at 
GREENBRIAR 
Columbia Court Apgrtment? 
$900/mo. *1 Unit Left! 
Field Manor Apartments 
$625-$675/mo. *i Unit Left! 
Frazee Ave.  Apartments 
$625-$675/mo. *Limited number left! 
guff Apartments 
$560-$625/mo. *2 Units left! 
Apartments also available for summer 
rental! 
352-0717 
CMINBMA*. INC 
224 E. Wooster 
■■ 
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Tito says space is paradise 
Associated Press Ptwto 
VACATION'S OVER: American multimillionaire Dennis Tito, 60, ges- 
tures shortly after his landing on the steppes, 80 kilometers (50 
miles) northeast of Arkalyk, Kazakstan, yesterday. 
ByJimHeirrtz 
IKE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
STAR CITY, Russia — Dennis 
Tito ended the world's first paid 
space vacation yesterday with a 
fast and fiery descent to Earth 
and an ecstatic assessment of his 
multimillion-dollar adventure. 
The Russian capsule landed 
successfully in Central Asia, deliv- 
ering the 60-year-old California 
tycoon and his two Russian crew- 
mates to Earth after eight days in 
space and a stint on the interna- 
tional space station. 
"It was perfect. It was par- 
adise," Tito said, still strapped 
into his seat after it removed from 
the Soyuz capsule, following 
touchdown in the vast steppes of 
Kazakstan. The air still reeked of 
chaned metal from the fierce fric- 
tion the capsule endured on its 
three-hour descent. 
The capsule — with its crew 
safely insulated inside — was 
briefly engulfed in flames before 
its parachute opened to slow its 
return to Earth. It landed in a 
bleak plain in northern 
Kazakstan and was dragged for a 
few yards through the dirt before 
coming to a rest 
Tito's elation continued even as 
a plane carried him and cosmo- 
nauts Yuri Batumi and Talgat 
Musabayev back to Moscow. 
"One happy guy, one happy man, 
very happy," was how he 
described himself. 
After landing at the Chkalovsky 
military airport outside Moscow, 
they were whisked aboard a bus 
and taken to the facility where 
they trained for the voyage in 
nearby Star City. Greeted by a mil- 
itary band and a throng of clam- 
oring reporters as they got off the 
bus, Tito made no remarks and 
appeared tired. 
Tito and the cosmonauts blast- 
ed off from Kazakstan on April 28 
and spent two days in orbit 
before docking with the space 
station, where Tito's presence dis- 
tressed the NASA. 
The U.S. space agency com- 
plained that the station was no 
place for an amateur, even 
though Tito underwent extensive 
training as part of the trip thai 
reportedly cost him up to $20 
million. 
The capsule touched down 
near Arkalyk, about 250 miles 
southwest of the Kazak capital 
Astana Officials, reporters and a 
few curious onlookers crowded 
around the trio. 
The two cosmonauts walked to 
a nearby medical tent for a check- 
up, but Tito had trouble walking 
so two men earned him in his 
chair. Someone in the crowd 
handed him an apple, which he 
tossed into the air — as if testing 
gravity after days of weightless- 
ness. 
Only once he was on solid 
ground did he admit to worries 
about the trip. 
"I was worried that I might not 
feel good in space," Tito said. "1 
turned out to feel the best I've felt 
in my entire life while 1 was in 
space." 
Still, he said, he did not want to 
make the trip again. 
#B6 News welcomes vour ideas for future stories 
•     • '  ' Call us at 372-6966 • #• 
Ads 
372-6977 
The BG News will nol knowing- 
ly accept advertisements that dis- 
criminate, or encourage discrim- 
ination against any individual or 
group on the basis of race. sen. 
color, creed, religion, national 
origin, sexual orientation, dis- 
ability, status as a veteran, or on 
the basis of any other legally pro- 
tected status. 
City Events 
BG W C Humane Soc . Gar. Sale 
Thurs , May 24 & Fri May 25, 9-6. 
Sat May 26, 9-2 Grandstand W.C 
Fairgrounds. Donations accepted 
May 21 & 22,10-7. May 23, 10-6. 
Please no console TVs, L g appl., or 
S°'n WT  
Lost/Found 
LOST: 24 karat gold necklace 
w/gok) heart pendant. If found 
please call 354 7106 
Personals 
•Dance Marathon" 
Pick up your 2000 and 2001 videos 
this week! 
Education Steps 
Wednesday 12:30-3:30 
Thursday 12:30-3 30 
AIItNIION ALL STUDENTS: 
Do you have a summer Job? Is it re- 
lated to your career goals? Come 
and see it you quality for  CO-OP 
050, a NO-COST transcripMtota- 
tion Lend credibility to your em- 
ployment. Co-op & Internship Pro- 
gram, Co-op 310 SS bldg 2-2451 
Jen OzeHo 
Cortnev Herman 
YOU TWO AR£ 
T«£ B£ST E/ER 
blrt> «; 
Pregnant? Get Tested. 
Confidential, professional service. 
354-4673 BGPC 
BUCKEYE 
SELF - STORAGE 
• Near Campus 
• Low Rates 
• Open 24 Hours 
• Summer Leases 
• Clean 
• Many Sizes 
Don't Make Extra Work 
Leave Your'Things"! 
Summer 
Storage! 
Call Today to 
Reserve Unit: 
Wanted Help Wanted Help Wanted 
•NEED* 
3 Arts and Sciences 
Graduation Tickets! 
WILL PAY CASH! 
Call Kelly at 
352-4127. 
1 male sublr needed to split 2 bdrm. 
apt. from June-May or Aug.-May. 
great location, across the st. from 
campus Call 354-8134 for more info 
1, 2, 3, or 4 subleasers needed tor 
fall 2001 to spring 2002. 
2 bdrm. apt. fully turn.. 522 E Merry 
St. S725/mo . around $200 per per- 
son 9 1/2 mo lease, dose lo cam- 
pus, call Cara O 372-4575 asap 
Desperately need 1 summer sublsr 
Move in now!! May to Aug., $262 50 
mo. ♦ phone, elec.. & cable. 
Please call 419-874-3788, Andrea. 
Desperately needed 1 female sub- 
leaser Aug 01 - May 02, own room, 
close to campus, 319 Pike St., rent 
S250/mo Call Jenni 353-6271. 
F. sublrs. needed ASAP thru mid 
Aug. Own room, 1 rmte. $218 mo. 
plus util May rent is already paid. 
Amanda 354-8271 
Fern, roommate needed Aug *01- 
Aug 02 Own room, dose to cam- 
pus. $220 per month plus 1/2 utilit- 
ies. 250-2599 or 
maymee770aol.com. 
Female roommate needed tor sum- 
mer and/or fall 01. Own bedroom 
and bath. Close to campus. Rent 
negotiable. 353-9122, Kahn. 
Need graduation tickets. 
Will pay money. 
Call Louis 287-3211. 
Needed six graduation tickets for 
Arts and Sciences Will Pay $$. Call 
Kate 509-4497. 
Subleaser needed for upper 1 bdrm. 
duplex O 530 1/2 E Merry. Move in 
any day in May-May's rent already 
paid. I will pay deposit of $350-you 
keep $ remaining from deposit. 
Lease up Aug. 11 -you have option 
of renewing a yr. lease if desired. 
Will transfer utaS. so you donl have 
to pay for hook-ups. Call 352-8951 
Rent will be $899 for entire summer 
(May-Aug.). 
Help Wanted 
CAMPUS POLLYEYES'""" 
Now Hiring * Apply in person 
Mon. & Tues. May 7 4 8 
9:00 am to 4:00 pm 
CAMPUS POLLYEYES'""" 
"•Summer Child Care Needed" 
In our Perrysburg home lor 2 yr. old 
boy. 2pnv6pm up to 4 days/wk. 
Early childhood edu. or related 
major preferred. Call Ann Marie © 
419-874-0878. 
••Cleaning & Miscellaneous help 
needed starting May 14 for short & 
long term. Call 353-0325. 
Absolutely Free Info! 
Learn How to Earn 
Online Income 
www.Homelntemetlncome.com 
ATTENTION CLEVELAND 
AREA STUDENTS 
Summer jobs available in Cleveland 
Area: Independence Office and Par- 
ma Hts. Office. Part time, full time. 
Choose your own hours. $10.00 per 
hour guaranteed in our newspaper 
promotion call centers. A fun job 
with $15.00 ♦ per hour earning po- 
tential. Journalism and or drama stu- 
dents welcome, but the key is a 
dear and articulate voice. No dress 
code, no quota, no scripts, no mini- 
mums, just your commitment to a 
profitable summer Set up your inter- 
view today: 1-800-274-1004. 
Attention: $14.15 base-appl, guar- 
anteed starling pay. Fun work envi- 
ronment w/ other students. 10-40 
hrs/wk. around classes/other job 
Co-ops/Scholarships awarded, con- 
ditions exist. Customer 
service/sales, no telemarketing, no 
door-to-door sales. No experience 
necessary, we train. Musi have posi- 
tive attitude & good people skills. 
Call Mon.-Fri. 
9a-8p. Sat. 11-3 874-1327, 
www.workforstudents.com/np. 
Babysitter needed for my 4 children 
in Maumee. Flexible hrs. 
Call collect. 861-8341. 
Babysitter wanted 3 girls age 2, 4, 
& 5 in Waterville home. Dependable, 
playful, and nurturing. Full time, 
flexible, Monday-Friday. 
Call Diane 340-5444. 
Child Care needed in our Sylvania 
home tor our 9 4 10 yr. old Must be 
avail, for summer June 6-Aug. 28, 
b/w 8 am & 4 pm. Must have own 
car & 2 ret. Please send a t pg. 
desep. of qualifications to 
P.O. Box 597. Sytvania. OH 43560. 
Child care. 12 yr. old girl. 15-20 
hr/week Flexible hrs. Starts June 7 
through the end of August. Must 
have own car Call 352-0784. 
Desk clerk needed for local motel. 
4pm to midnight shift. Minimum 3 
shifts per week Must work most 
weekends. Inquire at Buckeye Inn 
btwn. 8-4, Mon thru Fri. 
Environment Jobs • A Poem 
Summer jobs are a Bummer 
Make a difference this summer. 
Make politicians take heed 
Fight corporate greed. 
Save our water and air 
For we have little to spare. 
There's pollution in our rivers 
and ports. 
Join our campaign and get paid to 
save the planet in your shorts! 
M-F 2-11pm. S350-450/WK 
{419)255-6028. 
Great summer jobs $10-$12 an hr. 
Work outside. Taking applications 
now. 1-888-277-9787 or www.colle- 
gepro.com. 
Looking for a tun working environ- 
ment this summer? Enhance your 
resume by working for the Office of 
Student Life. Looking for enthusias- 
tic student w/ good communication 
skills for approxtmalley 20 hrs. per 
week. Work study required. 
Call Deb at 372-2843. 
Looking for summer work? Contact 
us. Whitehouse Staffing Services. 
353-1540 www.renhill.com. 
Now hiring pt-time lunch help. 
Flexible hrs. Dependability a must. 
Casey's Original Hamburger. 
1025 N. Main 352-9113. 
Part-time horse stable help needed 
all summer in exchange for riding 
time or lessons. 352-5972. 
Reliable, energetic employee need- 
ed in shipping department ASAP. 
12-15 hrs. a week scheduled be- 
tween 11:00am and 3:00pm M-F. 
$7.50mr. lifting up to 40 lbs. re- 
quired Next to railroad tracks be- 
tween Clough and Lehman. Call Lu 
at 352-1134. 
RN/LPN'S 
Anne Grady Corporation Is what 
you are looking fort!! 
Are you seeking a career where you 
can utilize your Nursing skills, and 
where you can build a long-term re- 
lationship with your patient and 
physician, and have No supervisory 
responsibility? Join our organization 
that is growing everyday. Anne Gra- 
dy Corporation, a 91 bed long term 
care facility for adults with MR/DD, 
has full-time/part-time and some 
substitute positions, shifts are gen- 
erally 12 hours, but can be flexible 
Candidates must be an Ohio Li- 
censed RN or LPN. MR/DD back- 
ground is helpful but not necessary. 
These challenging and rewarding 
positions offer the opportunity for 
both professional and personal 
growth. In addition we offer 
*$1,000 Sign on bonus for FT or 
PT 
a$250 Sign on bonus for Subs 
-Medlcal/Dental/Rx/Vlslon 
'Paid Vacatlon/SIck Time 
'FREE Life Insurance 
"Retirement plan 
'Premium pay for substitutes (ad- 
ditional $2.00/hr.) 
'No uniforms, friendly working 
environment 
'New graduates are encouraged 
to apply 
'Wellness Program 
Anne Grady Corporation 
1525 Eber Road 
Holland, Ohio 43528 
(419) 866-6500/fox (419) 866-7467 
Or visit our website at 
EOE 
«^A%^ 
BUM mocmM mwui 
Come study for exams at 
Hazel H. Smith Oft Campus Student Center • Moseley Hall, (gr. level)! 
Extended Hours Beginning 
Sunday, May 6. 
Open 
Sunday, May 6 - Noon to Midnight 
M. T, W 7:30 a.m. - Midnight 
(May. 7,8,9) 
Free Coffee & Snacks • Open to All Students 
Sponsored by Hazel H. Smith Off-Campus Student Center 
Help Wanted Help Wanted 
Haven t tound a summer job yet/ 
The YMCA of Central Ohio is now 
hiring Summer Camp Counselors! 
This is a great opportunity to have 
tun while you work. We offer com- 
petitive pay, great hours, weekends 
off, & free membership to all those 
hired. Call the YMCA of Central 
Ohio locations at: East (614) 834- 
9622, Near East/Central (614) 252- 
3166. North (614) 885-4252, 
South/Central (614) 491-0980. 
Southwest (614) 539-1770. West 
(614) 276-8224. 
GOING HOME TO CLEVELAND 
Looking for summer cash? 
MPI has full & part-time 
positions available 
Perfect for college students with 
2 offices in the Cleveland area 
$8.00 per hour 
CALL TODAY 
Lakewcod 216-226-7117 
Parma 440-885-8250 
Seeking education major to provide 
summer child care in our Perrysburg 
home. 24-30 hrs/wk. days and time 
are flexible. Children ages 10, 8, 2 
yrs. Occasional transportation of the 
children needed to pool, practices, 
etc. Please call (419) 661-0733. 
Social Worker 
The Anne Grady Corporation, a long 
term care facility tor adults with De- 
velopmental Disabilities, is looking 
for a Licensed Social Worker with a 
strong work ethic and one who takes 
pride in their quality of work. Full- 
time position available, evenings 
and weekends. Will promote positive 
relationships between Anne Grady 
Center, families, and guardians. 
Prepares evaluations and partici- 
pates as a member of the Interdisci- 
plinary Team, and conducts employ- 
ee training. Candidates must have a 
Social Wont License, minimum one 
year experience working with 
MR/DD individuals preferred, ability 
to communicate effectively, knowl- 
edge of Medicaid regulations; knowl- 
edge of individual rights, ability to 
act as a team player, good writing 
skills, ability to meet deadlines. We 
offer. 
*Medical/Dental/Rx/Vision 
"FREE Life insurance 
'Paid vacation/Holiday/Sick Time 
"A friendly working environment 
'Retirement plan 
'Wellness Program 
Interested individuals should apply 
at 
Anne Grady Corporation 
1525 Eber Road 
Holland, Ohio 
Monday-Friday 9:00am-4:00pm 
Fax (866-7462) 
Visit our website at: 
www.anneqrady.org 
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE 
MONEY! Top rated boys sports 
camp in Maine. Need counselors to 
coach all sports: tennis, basketball, 
baseball, rollerhockey. water-sports, 
rock-climbing, biking, golf, creative 
activities. Worfc outdoors, have a 
great summer CALL FREE (888)- 
844-8080 or APPLY ONLINE: 
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT posi- 
tion assisting persons with mental 
retardation/developmental disabili- 
ties in daily living skills in a Residen- 
tial setting Part-time, and sub posi- 
tions available ranging Irom 14-71 
hours biweekly. Salary is $7.55/hour 
for first 90 days, thereafter begin- 
ning at $10 24/hour based upon ex- 
perience. High school diploma or 
GED required; no experience neces- 
sary. Positions available in Bowling 
Green, Portage and Haskms areas. 
Application packet may be obtained 
from Wood County Board of MR/DD, 
11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd.. Bowl- 
ing Green. Ent. B. Monday-Friday. 
8:00am-4:30pm. E.O.E. 
Something Special Learning Center 
is looking for individuals to work this 
summer. Flexible schedules availa- 
ble. Please call 419-878-4190 for 
the Daycare/Preschoo! Center. 
Summer daytime child care for older 
children. Good driving record 
required. Perfect for an active indi- 
vidual. 25-30 hrs a week, hours can 
be flexible to allow for classes. Call 
Carol » 354-2196. 
Summer Employment 
Lifeguards needed to work & live in 
the Washington DC area Spend 
the summer in our nation's capital. 
Full training provided. Great pay, 
reasonable housing costs. Call 
today for information. 1-800-229- 
1222. Palm Pools Corporation. 
Woodbndge, VA.  
Telephone Interviewing, no selling, 
relaxed atmosphere, flexible sched- 
uling, up to $7.00 per hr., in Perrys- 
burg, mostly evenings & weekends. 
874-5842.  
We are looking for hard-working col- 
lege students with some painting ex- 
perience for summer help. Own 
transportation a must Call 882-0564 
Yard worker needed. $7.00/hr. 
Close to campus. Call 352-0915. 
For Sale 
1974 Mobile home, remodeled, 2 
bdrm. w/ shed, wooden porch, great 
for college students, asking $3500 
352-1383 Bill.  
1987 Bonneville, runs great, 
asking $900. 
Call 352-1383, Bill. 
i#  Congratulations  0 
'Dance Marathon - Steering Committee 
2002 Dream Team 2002 
Allie Koscho 
Planning 
Scott Patterson 
Missy Hare 
Marie Brewer 
Sarah Sacca: 
Sarah Hunts* 
Marctj Crthtree 
Internal,    f 
Christina Vellios 
Director 
Asst. Dir. of Planning 
"vent Management 
arketlng 
itering 
"nmunications 
External 
Heather MeCtm 
Lea Daniels 
Catie Lutes 
JodtjBarr 
Valerie Longfield 
Alumni Relations 
Special Promotions 
For Sale For Rent For Rent For Rent For Rent 
£5 
1986 Olds Oelta 88; reliable, V-6 
engine. 166,000 miles. $1,100. 
(419)661-7525(0), (419)B72-1674(h) 
1989 Honda Accord 255.000 mi 
Needs work SI 500 - 
373-0465 
1992 Toyota Tercel ♦ CD Writer 
"Lo Cio"-8x2x20 
Call Emil 352-7987. 
Bed  -  Queen  pillow  top,  new,  in 
plastic.  Full manufacturer's warran- 
ty. Retail S800. Sacrifice S189. Can 
deliver Call 419-509-8341. 
Couches, dressers. 
and end table 
354-2337 
HONDAS FROM S500! Police im- 
pounds and tax reposl For listings 1 - 
800-719-3001 ext4558. 
OAKLEY SUNGLASSES 
Prescription & non-prescription. 
Ray-ban, Gargoyles, & Serengetli 
also avail. John T. Archer & Associ- 
ates   1222 Ridgewood BG 352-2502 
PERFECT STUDENT CAR! 
95 Hyundai Sonala GOS. dark 
green, loaded; V6. snrf, leather, re- 
mote entry ♦ start. CD and tape. 
Alloy, only S5.500 O.B.O. MUST 
SELL'352-1631. 
HIGHLAND 
MANAGEMENT 
130 I-   WtahlUlM Slrcct. Itnulinx (irccn 
"Apartments, and Rooms 
630 N. Summit Apts   $560/ mo. 
309 1/2 E. Merry, rooms $220/mo., 
includes util., male students 
Also Summer Rentals Only 
 Call 353-0325  
12 mo leases starling May 19, 
2001; 
322 E.Court «2. 1 br.,1person. 
$395. incl. all util. 
605 5th »C 2 Br., 2 person $400 
♦util 
520 Wallace 3 Br. House.5900 
•mM. 
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 308-2710. 
1372 E Wooster St.: Four-five bed- 
room unfurnished house. Across 
from campus Will be totally painted 
throughout. One bathroom, dish- 
washer, garbage disposal and 
washer/dryer $1200.00 plus utilities 
per month for a 12 month lease. 
Available after 7/31/01. 352-5620. 
1 bdrm. apt across from campus 
Avail. June 1st. 1 yr. lease 
$350/mo. ♦ utilities. Call 419-897- 
5997. 
2 bdrm furn. apt w/shutlle access 
to campus Avail. May thru Aug. for 
summer lease. AC & blinds. 354- 
7266 
2 bedroom Troup St., 1 blk. to cam- 
pus New, carpet, windows, roof. 
Incl. garage, yard, driveway Avail. 
ASAP, 373-1775. 
3 bdrm. house for sublease 
May? 
354-2337 
3 bedroom, 1 bath 832 Third St. 
Available August. $725/ month. 
(419) 474-5344. 
3-4 BR house, country setting, city 
services. WD. grad./prof.. 
$1000/mo.. Call 354-6036. 
723 Fourth, 3 bdrm., 2 bath. Avail. 
May 17. $800 mo. plus util. 
353-0494 
House-2 Br/2 people-Central loca- 
tion-Near Marathon Gas Station. 
Must respect neighbors-Large back 
yard Call 353-2301. 
Houses, 1, 2, & 3 bdrm. apts. begin- 
ning May 01. 9 & 12 mo leases. 
352-7454 
LEASING FOR AUGUST 
1 bdrm. grad student; 601 3rd St.; 
2 bdrm undergrad; 704 5th St.; 
2 bdrm. mature renters; 710 7th st. 
352-3445 
Ouiet 1 BR w/hot tub & pond in 
back. Avail, approx. May 15. 353- 
2301. 
Self Storage units available. 
Summer leases, Many sizes. 
Call Buckeye Storage 352-1520 
354-6036 
Y.wcnst.otg/-highland 
ATTENTION 
GRAD STUDENTS! 
Jay-Mar Apartments 
803 8l58lhS' 
2 bedroom-$475/mo.-l2 mo. lease 
Some remodeled 
S550/mo.-l2 mo. lease 
Laundry facilities on-site 
♦Air/heat 
The Highlands 
220 Napoleon Rd. 
One bedroom, laundry facilities 
in bfcfg., o/c. quiet. 
From $395/month 
The Homestead- 
Graduate Housing 
One and two tearoom, A/C. 
on-site laundry, ceramic tile, 
soundproof construction, skylights 
dishwashers, vaulted ceilings 
From $510/month -12 month lease 
14354 West Poe 
3+ bedrooms, rural setting 
W/D, city services 
^$ 1 OOP/month -12 month leose^ 
OIVCAMPUS 
YOUR FINAL 
CHANCE 
BEGIN YOUR CAREER 
THIS SUMMER & 
CONTINUE THROUGH 
NEXT SCHOOL YEAR. 
11   ' 
TOMORROW 
12-3 
STUDENT 
EMPLOYMENT 
300 SADDLEMDRE 
CALL 372-9294 OR 
DROP IN. 
<£OS0_C)00/HR 
WEEKENDS OFF 
EARN* LEARNUT 
TO J23.000 FOR YOUR 
1 III J I'.I   C A It I I It 
CALL 1 419 891 6820 
0 P K N 
</?i:si KVAIIONS ACCEPTED 
.«.<   22"" 
lii) North Main - Bowling Green 
Cla-Zel Theatre 
Downtown BG. * 353-1361 
www.cla-zel.com 
Bridget 
Jones's Diary 
Nightly 5:00 7:00 9:00 
The Technology Infrastructure Project • Building an Electronic Community 
Management Inc. 
2001/2002 
Openings-Leasing Now 
ALSO DOING 
SUMMER LEASING 
.SlEgCA 
Management Inc. 
Ilillsdale Apts. 1082 Fairvicw. 
1 Bdrm & 2 Bdrm. 
Air condition/Dishwasher 
Garbage Disposal 
washcr/drycr hook-up in 2 Bdrm 
Starts at S390-Call 353-5800 
M.tnJUriiirnl '"«- 
Kvergrecn Apt. 215 E. Poe 
Studios & Large I Bdrnis 
Laundry on site 
Starts at S250-Call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
Willow House Apis. 830 Fourth St 
lbdrm./Air Condition 
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal 
Starts at S400 - Tall 353-5800 
Mjiufc" nit [it In, 
Knttrprise House Apis. 
114 N. Knterprise 
Ihdrm/utililics included 
Starts at $345 - ("all 353-5800 
/(JE^CA 
M-jiiJKrmrnt Int. 
While Castle 610 N Main St 
Ibdrm/remodclcd 
Starts at $320 + gas - Call 353-5800| 
BSBiSaM int. 
Stop by our office at 
1045 N. Main St 
for complete listing or 
Call 353-5800. 
»w».wcnet.org/-niccca 
Subleaser needed. Large 3 story du- 
plex. May-August. $2807month or 
best otter. Call Kelli 9 494-4355. 
Two bedroom, furnished or unfur- 
nished apartments. 724 6th St. & 
705 7th St. $525 per month school 
year lease, S460 per month lull year 
lease. 354-0914. 
www.bgnews.com 
¥WVJ-,«W.TW»*t«*t**»**f 
JOHNNEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE, INC. 
Rental Office 
319 E. Wooster St. 
Rentals available 
for summer and 
fall. Stop by for 
our full listing. 
354-2260 
ARE 
HERE... 
Good Luck to ALL!!! 
(J(nafmaju 
■imiiiiiiiBHimi 
www.bgsu.edu/bgsupernet 
Preview of a coming attraction 
It's 2 a.m., and that paper you've 
been putting off for weeks—OK, maybe 
months—is due in six hours. Do you 
know where your information is? 
Within the next year, a new source of 
help will be as close as a few clicks on 
the computer in your residence hall 
room. 
Digital video, an application made 
possible by the bandwidth and reliability 
provided by BGsupernet, promises to 
add a new dimension to the University 
community when it becomes available 
campuswide next academic year. 
Unlike the current analog video 
system, which has 15 channels and 
service to 250 classrooms with televi- 
sions and projection systems, the digital 
video server will be capable of hundreds 
of concurrent streams of video to 
computers*ria the roughly 8,000 
faceplates called Bowling Green Infor- 
mation Connections. BICs will be located 
in every BGSU classroom, lab, office and 
residence hall room. 
A "jukebox" will give students, faculty 
and staff access to video on demand, 
and remote control of that video, at any 
time, day or night, seven days a week. So, 
if someone wants to see a videotape 
during what would now be considered 
off-hours, and if that tape is on the 
jukebox, the viewer will be able to play it 
and use VCR-like controls such as start, 
stop, rewind and fast forward. Opening a 
word processing document and taking 
notes while watching the video will also 
be possible. 
Designed to meet both current and 
projected University needs, the service 
will provide full-screen, full-motion 
capabilities but will also offer lower 
bandwidth options for lower speeds, 
scalable to any size. Quality of the 
original source will determine the quality 
of the end, digital result. 
The digital video system will put 
BGSU among the few institutions 
offering the technology campuswide, to 
all classrooms and residence halls, said 
Tony Short, director of Television Learn- 
ing Services at WBGU-TV and a member 
of the Digital Video Working Group. 
.25 
12" 
Med. 7.50 
A still sample of digital video, coming soon 
to a computer near you. 
More information about BGsupernet 
is available at the project Web site: 
www.bgsu.edu/bgsupernet Also 
available at the site are digital video 
samples, by clicking on "Try DVat the 
bottom of the home page. 
BGSU 
NOW HIRING! 
ALL POSITIONS, ALL SHIFTS FOR OUR NEW 
BOWLING GREEN LOCATION 
Associates-S6.50-S9.00 per hour 
Yeah, that got your attention. How about health care benefits? 
A 401-k program? Discounts on the best bread and cafe menu 
anyplace? Interested? Guess what? No dorky uniforms. 
Name tags: Creativity encouraged. Show off. 
Stress? Hey, customers LOVE this place. 
They're real friendly, just like us. 
Our schedules are flexible with your Me. We're not open real late, 
so you're outta here to go home or whatever. It's clean 
here.Grease? Don't believe in it. Don't'have any. Hey, this is bread! 
You'll smell nice. 
Want lots of hours? Just a few? We've got that. Make the food. 
Smile at customers. Start early? Close at night? Just work lunch? 
You can do that. We'll teach you everything you need to know. 
It's cool stuff to learn. 
We're in the best locations including Maumee, Sylvania Township, 
Franklin Park, Perrysburg, and Monroe, Ml. Come see us at 
121 E. Court Street on May 14, 15, 16, 21, 22. and 23 from 
11am to 7pm. We will be interviewing and hiring for our new 
location on Main Street. Call us for directions or more information 
at 419-897-5550. 
We're an equal opportunity employer. 
Heck, we're opening a bunch of these around here. 
We have opportunities for everybody. 
^W^fe- 
FB€€ OCLIVCRV 352-5166 
Open UJaakdavt * R.IWI.   -   Lunch fri   -SoL'Sun. 
Combo Pizza Any 3 Items 
Your Choice: 
Lg. 1 0.00 
XLg. 1 2.25 
Additional Items Extra 
Fa/lta Chicken = 2 Itama 
Reg. Breadsticks Only S2.50 
, We Have Stuffed Breadsticks 
< / *\ FREE DELIVERY 
■ i—^. J |a LIMITED AREA 
ipSSP<9,kft'      352-5166 
% No! Valid With Any Oth.'OM.'• Eapir.s 07-15-01 ^ 
A QrmttMMtlon of SALADS & SUBS 
UJ€€KDRYS ONLV! 
(Man. Thru Trwr.) o«,»n 4 f>JK 
1 ITEM PIZZR 
Lg. 6.75    Med. 5.00 ■^  iMiM-uiih BBMfaaBHiaa •* 
r-TtLirnnem 
los FREE DELIVERY VEZXZ~        352,-5166 
Not V.i.d With Any Om— Off.r ■  f.ptrtim 07   I S-01 . 
£t£ '«* Choc. Chip Cheesecake S1  25 
-•**"   CHOOSE iLi"2*" ■ "7-1 Ham Pizza or Calzone ■ • 5 nog Braadsticks 
" - Small Sub 
■ -6 Mozzaralla Chaesa Stick*      OR   3/8.OO 
■ -6 Ck^Fingara 
a ^^      ^^V 
FOR  5.50 
■    !31Z2O/'B03 N MO.. 
FREE DELIVERY 
352-5166 
